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The Age of Cronin
\Mrr-rtRlr J. Wnrsu

and
Vnnxtn W. CrePP

FTER MORE than 4o years as a member of its stafi, John W. Cronin
retired from the Library of Congress on April 3o, 1968. He had been

Director of the Processing Department for sixteen years.
A native of Lewiston, Maine, John received his A.B. from Bowdoin

in r9z5 and came to work in the Card Division of LC on SePtember 25
of that year. He left the Library in 19z6 to study law, returned in rgz8,
and was awarded the L.L.B. from the Georgetown University Law
School in rgzg. In r93z he became Assistant Chief and in rg38 Chief of
the Card Division, in ry44 Assistant Director of the Processing Depart-
ment, and Director in r95r.

The "Age of Cronin" consists of three principal elements: the full
achievement by the LC printed catalog card of a position as the com-
rnon currency of bibliographic information for American librarianship;
the return of the book-format catalog based principally upon the LC
catalog card; and John W. Cronin himself. Without any one of these
ingredients the "Age of Cronin" would not be recognizable as such.

One reason that John made such a mark is that he had such a mag-
nificent head start. When he came to work for LC in 1925, it was for
another Bowdoin graduate, Charles Harris Hastings, who had founded
the Card Division (then Section) in rgor, who had endowed it with his
vision of a national bibliographic service based upon LC cataloging, had
trained an expert corps of collaborators and imbued them with an
unquenchable ardor for service, and had saved the Division repeatedly
in times of crisis by pledging his personal resources.

But, try as he might, Hastings had several strikes against him. One
was that the LC card service could never overcome the delay which was
due, among other things, to LC's dependence upon the laggard receipt
of copyright deposits as its principal source of American trade books.
Another was that, in spite of the enormous number of LC cards, there
was practically no such thing as an LC, catalog. Because of the expense
of creating and maintaining them, few libraries could enjoy a compl.ete
depository set of the cards. The "Age of Cronin" was to change all that.

It was immediately clear to John that the limiting factor in the use-
fulness of the card service was in the completeness and promptitude of
LC's acquisitions processing machinery; and from the moment he got
his hands on the controls he never ceased in efforts to improve these
arrangements. Many are the milestones, like the "All the Books Pro-
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gram" and the pre-assignment of LC card numbers to Publishers, which
line the long road thal has now led to the National Program for Ac-
quisitions and Cataloging in which every important book published
anywhere will eventually, perhaps, be promptly represented by an LC
card.

mercifully; under his lashing it has made possible a continually increas'
ing flow of bibliographic benisons-catalogs, accession lists, union lists,

67r volumes.
These are but highlights. To fill in the detail would require many

pages. Meanwhile, between the accomplishments the man himself can
be discerned-knowledgeable, indomitable, impatient, irascible, but
thoughtful and generous, beloved by his stafi and honored by his col-
leagues.

Few can have contributed so importantly to the significant develop-
ments of a complex professional discipline within their professional
lifetimes. The "Age of Cronin" is truly named. But now let some of his
colleagues speak.

l. John W. Cronin and the Role of the Library of Congress
in the Library World

L. QurNcv Muurono
Librarian of Congress

Washington, D. C-

If the role of the Library of Congress in the library world is one of
increasing magnitude and benefit, a very large share in this achievement
can be attributed to John W. Cronin. Let me illustrate with a quotation.
In rg4r, while serving (on loan from the New York Public Library) as
the first director of LC's Processing Department, I wrote in my annual
report:

Today all large libraries are confronted with the high cost of cataloging
and with an ever increasing flood of material. A large portion of the budget
of these libraries is allocated to cataloging, and in many libraries throughou.t
the country the work is being duplicated. Many of them use Library of Con-
gress cards as far as possible, but the Library of Congress does not receive a
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I believe now, as I believed then, that the objective set forth is of
crucial importance. It constitutes an essential element in the role which
the Library of Congress plays in the library world. Though we still have
a long way to go, I think it would be agreed that the Library has made a
great deal of progress toward this objective. If this is true, the major
credit must go to John W. Cronin, who served as Assistant Director of
the Processing Department from ry44 to r95r and as Director from rg5r
to r968.

We are all painfully aware that there has been no diminution in the
"ever increasing flood of material." On the contrary, it has continued to

More libraries than ever before, now use Library of Congress cards,
their sale having increased fuom 17 million in rg4r to 79 million in
t968. Much of this growth is due, of course, to an increase in the number
of libraries and in the size of their collections; but a major contributing
factor has certainly been the increased availability of the cards them-
selves and the wider dissemination of the information contained. The

research library and is not already represented in its collections.
"Treating materials more rapidly" is a goal toward which LC has

made considerable progress. Speedier acquisition of American titles
through the gift or loan of advance copies, the transmission by air of
blanket-order foreign titles, and the utilization of cataloging data pre-
pared by the current national bibliographies of orher countries are steps
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in the right direction. The automation of the Library's central bib-

liographic" system, an effort now in its early stages, will, hopefully, pro-

vide new solutions to hitherto intractable problems'
If we continue to move forward toward our goal, it will in large

measure be because we shall be building on the broad and solid foun-

dations laid down by John W. Cronin, who played his own leading and

particular role so notably and unforgettably.

2. Cronin and Nafional Bibliographic Services
f nnnor,o OINF, Librarian

Uniiersity of I'./orth Caroli'na
at ChaPeI HiIl

genius and drive of this man.
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With American book bibliography under near-complete control,
Cronin turned to other languages and other countries. He was heavily
involved in the Monthly List of Russian Accessions and the East Euro-
pean Accessions Ind,ex. His attention to other forms led to the publica-
tion of the third edition of the Union List of Serials and its successor,
Neu Serial Titles. His talents were also represented in various union
lists of microfilms centered in the Library of Congress. In the pro-
duction of this magnificent array of bibliographical tools, no minor de-
tail was too small for his personal concern, no major problem too vast
for his eager attack.

It was fitting that he should cap his enduring contributions with the
brilliant detailing of the Shared Cataloging Program (NPAC), now
rapidly becoming the greatest inrernarional bibliographical system ever
known. Beginning in 1965, the Library of Congress began applying
new funds and a system devised principally by John Cronin to provide a
usable bibliographic record for every book of research utility published
anywhere in the world. Over ninety of the largest libraries of our
country share in this system, represenring the gr;atest cooperative li-
brary operation of our time. The production of twenty countries is now
being covered.

Cronin's cogent contributions as a long-time member and Chairman
of the ALA Cataloging Policy and Research Commitree and to the
r,vork of the Catalog Code Revision Committee will long be felt. His
participation in ARL planning for numerous bibliographic ventures
was always colorful and productive.

John Cronin's long list of services has been detailed before, most
particularly in the citations for the various awards which he has re-
ceived. There is no way, however, to convey in words the fire, the
warmth, or the fierce determination of this man whose imprint on na-
tional bibliographical services in this country will endure for all time.

3. John Cronin and the Library of Congress
Catalog Card Service

Fnrnrnrcr H. WecveN
D ire ct or, U nia ersity Li brary
The Uniaersity of Michigan

Ann Arbor, Michigan

The development of the Library of Congress Catalog Card Service
not only reflects the growth of American librarianship but shares in the
credit for the phenomenal expansion of libraries during the past quarter
century. Moreover, if we are justified in assuming today that we have a
solid basis in bibliographic standardization to support the development
of an effective national library system, then we must regard the effici-
ency of the Card Division as having been highly instrumental in pro-
moting and achieving acceptance of such standardization.
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Among the astonishing number of contributions for which the li-
brary profession is indebted to John Cronin, the most important may

ship in cataloging and bibliography. It may be asserted that the great
utility of the Card Division'r services for other libraries has played a
significant role in shaping the cataloging program of the Library of
Congress and continues to influence it toward an increasing commit-
ment to serve the other libraries of the nation.

of new books and rush them through the cataloging proce$s so that cat-
alog cards might be made available nationally as promptly as possible.
Such an account would have to refer to his long effort to persuade pub-
lishers to make their copyright deposits early; his inducing publishers
to send advance copies of their books to the now-defunct U. S.

Quarterly Booh Reaiezu; his establishment of the "All the Books Pro-
gram" whereby more than 5,5oo U.S. and foreign publishers today pro-
vide LC with advance copies of their publications for cataloging before
publication date. It would include reference to his persuading U.S.
publishers to print LC card numbers in their new books; his develop
ment of the "Cards with Books" program through which, in 1966, 84
wholesalers and publishers provided sets of catalog cards to libraries
with their purchases of almost 42,ooo titles. It should include reference
to the provision of free LC cards with the publications sent abroad by
the U.S. Book Exchange. Most important of all, it should mention the
expansion of LC's acquisitions and cataloging program under Title II-C
of the Higher Education Act of 1965 which enables the Lib ary of
Congress, through the Card Division, to increase its prompt pl'ovision
of catalog information to the libraries of the United States.

Nor would the story be complete without reference to Cronin's ad-
ministrative ingenuity in finding means to support the preparation and
initial publication of many of the bibliographic tools and "technical
publications" that the LC Card Division makes available for the ben-
efit of librarianship and scholarship generally.

For more than forty years John Cronin gave very high priority
among his many duties to the improvement of the services of the Card
Division. That he did so is our very good fortune and a tribute to his
judgment.
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4. Cronin and the Revival of the Book-Format Catalog
Lurnnn H. EvaNs, Librarian

Columbia (Jniuersity School of International Afiairs
New York

The publication of the Catalo,g of Boohs Represented by Library
oi Congress Printed Cards was a project which the Association of Re-
search Libraries proposed to the-Library prior to the Mackish ad-

onin's appointment as Chief of the
was made again, early in the Mac-

roved, it fell to Cronin to bear the
through with the publisher. To en-
me set, he personally inspected the

supptied as needed, that the nling o::lTreT:, :"""#:,::il HJi'#l1ffi;
periods of time in Ann Arbor in connection with this work, and was
thus also able to advise Edwards Brothers on technical problems con-
cerned with the publication.

In June 1946, the ARL decided in favor of a supplement ro the
Catalog to cover the period August r, rg4z to December 3r, rg47. It
did not favor a suggestion by Edwards that the issuance of monthly
supplements in reduced facsimile be begun the following January. He
e_stimated that only a week would be required for his work on each issue.
On July zg, 1946, the Librarian raised the question in the Librarian's
Conference whether LC should proceed to issue such supplements, and
if so, whether through Edwards or the G.P.O. Cronin not only had to
face -up to seeing the new supplement through the press, but also to
consider the new venture. On August 9, he reported io the Librarian's
Conference that the Processing Department 'iwas ready to make the
definite recommendation that the Library agree now to assume responsi-
trility for publishing a cumularive catalog in book form." He and Her-
man Henkle felt certain that it could be done .,bv one or another of the
available methods on a reasonable cost basis.,'

Conference heard further details on September 27, when approval
was given proposals presented by Henkle. "The procedure involves
running extra copies of the printed cards for each of rhe cumulations,
with leading shifted to rhe bottom, alphabetizing the cards, serring
them in a frame which equalizes the white spaces, and photographing
for offset printing." This work would be done by the G.P.O.- The
project would be financed by the catalog card printing appropriation,
but the sales price would be set at a figure to cover all costs from the
time the presses were sropped for releading. The decision at this stage
was to approve publication of the cumulative catalog for one year
(rS+Z). On December ro, the decision was made to, charge $roo per
year for the trial year, with LC absorbing any cost not thus reimbursed.
At the same time, it was decided to conrinue the publication indefi-
nitely, and, as earlier recommended by Cronin, to cease sending cards to
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maintain the ro6 depository catalogs (at a cost to LC approaching
$roo,ooo per year).

The iisuance of supplements to the original Catalog, the evolution
of the Cumulative Catitog into the Author Catalog and the Subiect,
Catalog, and the publicati6n of the National (Jnion Catalo'g, is so well
known to librarians, that I end the story here.

It might not be fair to say of these important publications that
without Cronin they would not have come to pass, but it would be fair
to say, I believe, that without his wise planning and sturdy guidance
they would not have been as good or as certain of success.

5. John Cronin and Centralized Cataloging
Rer-Prr E. Er,r,swonrn
Director of Libraries

Uniuersity of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado

It is important that we distinguish between the age of centralized

many university librarians who failed to see the point, and this meant
that the age of centralized cataloging was prolonged in spite of the ef-

loging meant. John took many actions that not only Iaid the basis for

our present system of shared cataloging but actually became the system'
For example, the printed catalogs of the Library of Congress, and now
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the National Union Catalog, constitute the backbone of our present
system. Likewise his willingness ro let the Library of Congress organiza-
tion and stafi assume responsibility for centralized cataloging, long
before this was an accepted responsibility in the minds of Congress, took
both imagination and courage.

As a member of the ALA NUC Subcommittee, I can testify that
John listened regularly, systematically, and carefully to the advice of
this group of out-spoken, strong-minded, opinionated (present com-
pany excepted), and mean old guys. If he disagreed with us, he never
sulked but insisted that we debate until we reached a consensus.

During this time John solved one major problem that is typical of his
approach to the centralized cataloging situation and that is not generally
known in the profession. University Microfilms, with the advice of the
ARL committee, was trying to work our a satisfactory method to provide
subject indexing for Dissertation Abstracfs. Ar our request, John sent
some of his staff to Ann Arbor to study the problem and then proposed
a system that was quickly adopted and is still in effect. His analysis was
quick and thorough and his action was not delayed.

John's opposition to the cataloging-in-source idea-printing L.C.
card copy in each new book-has never been understood. It represented a
setback for centralized cataloging no doubt. John may have been wrong,
but I've always assumed that he had good reasons for his attitude be-
cause never once in the manv vears I have worked with him have I
known him to take a position without good reasons for doing so.

John is the man who patiently made it possible for the age of cen-
ffalized cataloging to become a reality in the age of shared cataloging.

6. John Cronin and Shared Cataloging
Wrlrreu S. Drx, Librarian

Princeton Uniuersit^t
Princeton, New Jersey

In the announcement of John Cronin's retirement (L. C. Infor-
rnation Bulletin, May z, 1968) the paragraph summarizing his achieve-
ments concludes: "His greatest triumph was the bold and imaginative
way in which he combined global acquisitions and shared cataloging in
the National Program for Acquisitions and Cataloging. This achieve-
ment alone would have established him as one of the giants of the library
and scholarly worlds." My personal tribute to John Cronin need consist
of no more than a hearty endorsement of this judgment and a brief
recital of the facts on which it is based. Others have praised John Cron-
in's formidable mastery of cataloging theory, but it is as a practical
activist that I had occasion to watch him work.

The history of the NPAC or, as it is perhaps better known, the
Shared Cataloging Program of the Library of Congress, has been de-
scribed elsewhere. Many people had a share in its inception and de-
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veiopment. By January of 1965 the Librarian of Congress had approved
in principle the program proposed by the Shared Cataloging, Com-
mittee of the Association of-Research Libraries, although he could not

and demonstrated to the Shared Cataloging Committee that the copy
produced by national bibliographies in other countries could be used
effectively, thus in one pragmatii stroke cutting through prolonged and
theoretical discussions of international codes, which are of course valu-
able but which could be bypassed by direct action in this instance. (This
was, I submit, both "bold" and "imaginative.") It was John who
worked out the complex procedures for getting this copy with the book
to the Library of Congress in record time and who had in operation in
the second month after the passage of the authorizing legislation a

Prototype shared cataloging program in cooperation with ttre Bri'tish
National Bibliography. ("Dynamic" is an understatement here.)

In other words, it was John Cronin who saw in the concept of shared
cataloging a first but most important step toward real international
cooperation among national libraries and who had the drive and the
organizing skill to turn vision into reality in what must be a course
record for this uncommon event. (This seems to me a pretty good
measurement of a "giant" in our line of work.)

7. Cronin and the Third Edition of the Union List of Serials
FneNr B. Rocrns, Librarian

(Jniuersit"t of Colorado Medical Center
Denaer, Colorad'o

When I arrived in Washington twenty years ago there were many
formidable people on the scene; one of them was John Cronin, who had
already been around for twenty years. Dealing with John was an awe-
some experience for a younger man; his tough face seemed to wear
habitually a slightly belligerent expression, and it was only some years
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winter conference, and after observing John's twenty-four-hour sched-
ule of romings, goings, bendings, and iiieways maneuvers, it appeared
to me that our chronological ages were inverted in respect to our ca-
pacities for activity, involvement,ind exuberance.

Then ten years ago Andy Osborn and Bill Wright asked me to ac-
cePt the chairmanship of the Joint Commirtee on the Union List of
Serials. What really persuaded me was the knowledge that there was
John Cronin standing by. Throughout the early planning sessions of
the Committee, and later as operations began, John carried the major
part of the load. Somerimes, when he was having his stafi members fill
us in on a subject, his short temper would come into evidence; some-
times John's method was to heap scorn on a notion, first reducing the
boiling point of those assembled by atrributing the idea to "a guy I was
talking to the other day"; most of the time, he took a grandfatherly at-
titude, patiently explaining and pointing our the main chance. When
John really wished to win a point which he felt was crucial, his tactic
frequently was to offer, in great sorrow and reasonableness, to give in;
it was exactly at those times rihen no one could bear to oppose him.

Besides John's solid grasp of the whole area of library processing
activities, and his insights into ways of sharing resources and services,
what always impressed me was his doggedness, and his essential unflap-
pability. The library world has been well served by its admirable
Cronin; he will be greatly missed.

8. John Cronin and the National Union Catalog
GonooN Wnrrelrs, Director

Center far Res'earch Libraries
Chicago, Illinois

In 1967 John Cronin wrote a brief history of the National Union
Catalog (Prospectus for the National Union Catalog, Pre-r956 Imprints,
London: Mansell Information/Publishing Ltd., 1967) in which he
gives the names of many distinguished librarians who have contributed
significantly to its development. Among these, one nowhere finds the
name of John W. Cronin himself-an ornission characteristic of his mod-
esty but not of his usual accuracy. No one has contributed more to it, or
done more to shape the form of this greatest of all union catalogs. From
his appointment in rg32 as Assistant Chief of the Card Division of the
Library of Congtess, through his tenure, from rg5r to 1968, as Director
of the Processing Department, John was directly concerned with the
administration and operation of the National Union Catalog for more
than thirty-five years. The responsibility was unavoidable; and his great
contribution was not merely an assigned job well done, though of course
there was that too, but his constant and active concern both to increase
the scope of the catalog and to extend its usefulness and accessibility to
all libraries.
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What is now the National Union Catalog was begun by the Library
of Congress in rgor as a bibliographic tool for the Library of Congress,
and included only the cards printed by the New York Public Library,
the Boston Public Library, the Harvard College Library, the John Cre-
rar Library, and a few others. Its coverage was gradually expanded
through the years, but it was not officially designated the National Union
Catalog unti l rg48, and it was not unti l r95z that really strenuous
efforts were begun to acquire a coverage of holdings more nearly con-
sonant with its name in place of the former, more limited, goal. John
Cronin's first great contribution was through his vision of the impor-
tance of such a truly national union catalog and then his energy and
ingenuity in increasing the catalog's coverage.

Even with this, though, its information on the location of copies
rvas at best only slowly and inconveniently accessible to libraries other
tha-n the Library of Congress itself, and the grear wealth of bibliographic
and cataloging information it contained, irr ad.dition to notationi of lo-

many people that what he promised he would perform, which made the
publication of the catalog possible.

9, Cronin and the Building and Organization of Collections
Meunrce F. Teuenn, Professor

School of Library Seruice
Columbia Uniaersity, New York

Although John Cronin came to librarianship through the field of
law, he quickly found himself developing strength in the basic charac-
teristics of sound librarians-he was easily drawn to bibliography in its
widest sense, and he was concerned with the overall control of publica-
tions on a national and international basis. Indeed, it is more than pos-
sible that his background in law, and his training in logic and evidence,
gave him the insight and the tenacity to pursue his interests in develop
ing the collections at the Library of Congress, and to support all
programs which led to the organization of the collections for use.

Building of C ollections

One has only to read the Annual Report of the Librarian of Con-
gress for the years that Cronin was in charge of the Processing Depart-
ment to discover immediately the wide range of activities in which he
engaged, reflected in the acquisitions of materials from all parts of the
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world. He was well aware of the "Objectives of the Library of Con-
gress" in respect to the maintenance of the collections.l The three can-
ons of collecting, as described by Mearns, were familiar to him. FIe was,
with respect to the first canon, concerned about the Library of congress'
possessing "in some useful form all bibliothecal materials necessary to the
Congress and to the officers of government of the United States in the
performance of their duties." In its relationship to other governmental
libraries, the Library of Congress would, of course, limit its collecting so
as not to duplicate unnecessarily.

However, in the Mearns statement it was indicated that wherever the
Library was strong in its collecting, it would maintain that strength in
o der to be of general service to technology and scholarship throughout
the country. This is the pattern that the Processing Department has
followed. The Shared Cataloging Program, with its acquisitional as-
sociations, is a prime example of the expansion of collecting so as to
insure the enrichment of the resources of the Library of Congress as a
national library.

The second canon of maintenance is that "The Library of Con-
gress should possess all books (whether in original or copy) which
express and record the life and achievements of the people of the
United States." Exceptions to this canon include the official record$ of
the federal government deposited with the Narional Archives. Again,
the Library would collect such items as were needed for the convenience
of its readers.

These two canons have represented the basic acquisitional goals of
the Library, but, as noted above, the American people have needed
resources from the world at large, not only for their governmental
personnel, but for the people in general. So, "to understand irs own
records, the people of the United States must understand what went
before and what exists elsewhere. The written records of European
civilization are their concern as are also the records of Asiatic and
African civilization and the records of the Americas. The people of the
United States are a people of many pasts, being a people of many
origins, and these pasts are part of their common past."

These two canons are extraordinarily broad, and are significant in
terms of both money and time. Cronin had been well aware of the
pressures of time and money, and it was one of his major decisions as a
developer of the collections to press for sufficient funds to acquire the
copies of small editions as they appeared from the presses of the world.
He early recognized that delay in acquisition might not only mean
perhaps not obtaining particular works, but also that it would cost
more per item to seek out and acquire them at a later date.

The third canon reads as follows: "The Library of Congress should
possess, in some useful form, the material parts of the records of other
societies, past and present, and should accumulate, in original, or in
copy, full and representative collections of the written records of those
societies and peoples whose experience is of most immediate concern
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to both time and money, and also requires setting limitations of scope.
The basic idea of Cronin, however, was not to look at this canon as a
caution in collecting, but rather as something to be reviewed as time
went on and as the need for extending acquisitions became clearer.

This clarification, or extension, becime realistic in the "National
Program for Acquisitions and Cataloging." The year r9662 represented
a landmark period in the development of the program, and libraries in
the United States have benefitted from the massive success of the Proc-
essing Department, under the direction of Cronin. Other papers in
this issue of ZftTS will discuss individual connections of Cronin with
specific activities, but it is relevant to indicate here that he was in the

The story of the development of the Shared Cataloging Program
is provided in great detail in the 1966 Annual Report of the Librarian
of Congress, and does not need to be repeated here. But the role
of Cronin in gathering stafi, in organizing the work in the various parts
of Europe, and in coordinating these activities with the service of the
Library of Congress itself should be recognized by the library profession.
Cronin never stinted in giving of his physical stamina, his energy, and
his dedication in his eagerness to complete a project, once it was desig-
nated as his responsibility. His earlier efforts with the "Cataloging-in-
Source" experiment also demonstrated his personal industry in taking
over a difficult task and seeking its solution.

O rganization of C ollections

The shrewdness of Cronin in the development of the collections at
the Library of Congress spilled over into thi vast array of problems in
organizing collections fo use. "For all practical purposes," he wrote,
"cataloging and bibliography are the same thing, if looked at from the
standpoint of international cooperation."3 This statement is basic to the
understanding of Cronin's approach to the bibliographical control of
materials, once they have been acquired. In "John W. Cronin: 4 Decades
and a Title," which appeared in the Library of Congress Information
Bulletin for September 27, rg|g, L. Quincy Mumford, Librarian of Con-
gress, in a citation to Cronin, recorded his activities in regard to the LC
accession lists, the National Union Catalog, the "All the Books Program,"
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the "Cards with Books Program," the card distribution service, the Anglo-
American Cataloging Rules, the third edition of the (Jnion List of
Serials, and the implementation of Title II-C of the Higher Education
Act.

Cronin considered cataloging and bibliography on a wide screen of
international cooperation because there was no escape from the in-
ability of libraries to cope with the growing aquisitional problems on
an individual basis.a In his paper on "Centralized Cataloging and Univer-
sity Libraries-Title II, Part C, of the Higher Education Act of rg6b,"
William S. Dix5 wrote: "In this cenrury the Library of Congress has
inevitably been deeply involved in almost all plans for cooperation and
centralization in cataloging among university and research libraries."
The article by Dix reviews the efforts of the Association of Research
Libraries, with the assistance of the Library of Congress, to break the
impasse in cataloging thar had developed among the libraries of the
country in handling materials from foreign countries.

Cronin was in at the beginning of the Shared Cataloging Program.
Dix wrote: "Cronin and his associates at the Library of Congress had
moved ahead with commendable speed in their planning in anticipation
of appropriations. By early Ocrober, 1965, they had drafted a compre-
hensive set of policy guidelines for implementing the legislation along
the lines proposed by the ARL Committee."6

Although the precipitating movement to extend cataloging of dif-
ficult materials was in the background, the important immediate out-
come was the enlargement of the acquisitions program of the Library of
Congress as a national resource. The enabling legislation indicated that
the funds provided would, first of all make it possible for the Iibrary of
Congress to "acquire, so far as possible, all library materials currently
published throughout the world which are of value to scholarship."
The prompt cataloging of these materials and the distribution of printed
cards were parts of the program. Also, it was possible for the Library of
Congress "to use for exchange and other purposes any of these materials
not needed for its collections."

Cronin was directly active in the establishment of the various offices
in difierent parts of Europe to implement the project, and visited them
personally. His visits were instrumental in the setting up arrangements
for developing the program. Moreover, he was tremendously successful
in obtaining cooperation of foreign librarians, publishers, and dealers
in the overall project.

Among his more recent efiorts has been the drafting of plans for the
book publication of the pre-r956 National Union Catalog. Mansell of
London has been given the contract for this project. The story of the
National Union Catalog and the Library of Congress' other catalogs has
been told in detail by Cronin.?

Cronin undoubtedly has made a lasting impression upon the libraries
of the cqrntry as well as among libraries abroad for his work in organiz-
ing collections. His activity through various library associations, com-
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mittees, and boards is well known. He was anxious to assist programs
in centralization and cooperation. At the Library of Congress, he was
similarly interested in centralized processing, and he was given the
responsibility to control all processing functions in one department.
He was certain that the Library of Congress would gain strength only
as it had full control bibliographically of its collections.

Although most of his friends and acquaintances might not first think
of John Cronin as a "bookman" in the iommonly-accepted sense of that
word, this librarian's work has been of enormous national and world
importance in providing the essential materials for scholarship. In his
work with his associates, he was firm and understanding. He was always
ready to listen to librarians who visited with him, and he was grateful for
any suggestions for the improvement of the work produced by his staff.
His viewpoint, thus, was always larger than the Library of Congress, but
without that view no one could have accomplished as much as he has
for the Library of Congress.

r. Mearns, David c. The Story ru r."";'::;; Library of congress, zsoo-t9q6.wash-
ington, 1947, p. prr-srs.

z. Annual Report of the Librarian ol Congresslor the FiscalYearEndingJune jo,t965.
Washington: Library of Congress, 1967, p. zg tr.

3. Cronin, John W. "The Library of Cong:ress National Program for Acquisitions and
Cataloging," Libri, r6:tr3, r966.
Ib id, . ,  p.  r rg-rr4.
L ibrary Trends,  ro:97-rrr ,  1967.
Ib id. ,  p.  tog.
Cronin, John W. "The National Union and Library of Congress Catalogs: Problems
and Prospects," Library Quarterly,34:. 77-96, 1964.

10. A Public Servant as Seen by a Private Publisher
DeNrnr Mnlcunn

R. R. Bowher ComPanY
New Yorh

Efiective public service is surely the highest calling, done as it in-
evitably is under conditions of large difficulties and small thanks. Within
this elite, my favorite public servant is John Cronin. The fact that we
seem always to "dig" each other in discussion of joint projects may be
helped by the fact that I was myself for four years a government servant.
Flowever, I think it is helped even more by the fact that John is by
instinct a business man. I remember once he urged me to bid on a
certain project, arguing that the profit margin was potentially extremely
attractive. I said "John, if you really think the successful bidder could
rnake that kind of money you need more bidders with sharper pencils."

John said: "Well, don't think I'm not looking for them! Why do you
think I'm talking to you? Besides, if you got the contract and did make
any such profit, we'd take half of it back in Federal taxes, and you'd

+.

6 .
7 .
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put the other half into some other new and useful Bowker services."

There was only one thing I regret about my association with John
Cronin: that I am so much in his debt when it comes to lunches. He'd
never let me pay. Though as for that, I guess he has put us all in his
debt in far more important ways.

l l .  Cronin Spans the Continents
A. J. Weus, General Editor

British National Biblio graphy
London

The full international efiects of the Library of Congress Shared
Cataloging Program have yet to be realised, but there is no doubt in
my mind that they will be very great, turning the course of national
and international bibliographical control. For those of us o,utside the
U.S.A., and I have no doubt for those within as well, the Shared
Cataloging Program will be inextricably linked with the name of John
Cronin. For John, a man of great vision, energy and determination,
came into the bibliographical centres of Europe like a tornado, gathering
everything and everybody into the vorrex of his amiably aggressive
per$onality; determined not to accept defeat-though the problems
seemed insuperable-he has the power to persuade others, not only to
attempt, but to achieve the seemingly impossible.

The concept of internationally shared cataloguing is not new. It is
more than a century ago that plans were formulated by such librarians
as Jewett, Robinson, Muller for the international exchange of catalog-
uing data, but it has taken the resources of the United States, the
imaginative, large-scale thinking of its librarians, rhe dynamic personality
of a John Cronin to bring the concept to a practical issue; and without
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the tireless energy and unshakable determination of Cronin we might

still be thrashing about in the waters of uncertainty.
For us in Great Britain, the notion of coopeiation with the United

States of America was already well established. Since r9o8 we had

shared, more or less, a common cataloguing code and, by 1966, the date

crf -inception of the Shared Cataloging:Pro[ram, the staff of the British

Nationhl Bibliography had made up their minds that whatever Anglo/

U.S. differenc.t rnigfti be written into the revised cataloguing rules' at

that time nearing iompletion, they would bend everything possible to

achieve maximuir compatibility with the Library of Congress J":l
Downing, the senior editor of ihe British National Bibliography, laid

the foun"dations of this policy when he visited LC in January-1965; and

upon this foundation, the BNB/LC exchange of cataloguing data under

the Shared Cataloging Program got off to a flying start.

But the effeci of the-Progiam has not ended there. Speaking for

Great Britain, at least, the pori'erful ripples of this event have disturbed

the complacent waters of our academiC libraries and have aroused a new

spirit wilich is evidenced in the critical re-examination of cataloguing

p'.o..rr", in our national and academic libraries. It would be too much

to claim that Cronin's eftorts alone are responsible for this, for the

University Grants Committee's Report of the Committee on Libraries

and the Shackleton Report on the libraries of Oxford University were

already in preparation^ when the meeting, of n-ational librarians and

produiers of the cnrrenr narional bibliographies of Great Britain, France,
^G"r-urry, 

and Norway took place in London in January 1966' But

what was strikingly significant^about that meeting-the effect.of which

should not be &erlo"oked-was the demonstration by Cronin of the

simi.lari,ty between the cataloguing practices of the various libraries and

institutions represented. In the pitt, *e have tended to talk about our

differences und hurre overlooked the important fact that in almost every

bibliographical description, no matter who prepares -it, ^there.are 
more

similaiities than diffeiences. The essential genius of the Shared Catalog-

ing program, which was simply to build on these similarities, struck

n#ne ttiut morning in London; and I believe it was Cronin's defiant

challenge, as he inv-ited us to notice the similarities between LC catalog-

uing aid that of other national bibliographical c9n1r.91.in some such

chaiacteristic terms as "the entries in the national bibliographies are

identical with the LC card and where they're not, by God, they're

bettert" that made us all think again about our attitudes to our own

and others' cataloguing. Perhaps we had been wrong in assuming that

only our own cataloguers were competent enough to prePale the re-

cords for ozr catalogues?
Such by-products of the Shared Cataloging Program will have a re-

sounding effect on national and intefnational cooperative cataloguing.

A plan which started out as a "National Program for Acquisitions and

Caialoging," aimed merely at achieving comprehensive coverage of

world literature and the centralised cataloguing of that literature for
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the libraries of the u.s.A., has the potential within it to stimulare and
foster in the countries of the worli a new, d.ynamic attitude towards
shared cataloguing on a world basis.

orre significant outcome in Great Britain has been the allocation of

be justly proud of the part they have played in the planning and
creation- of projects which have brought us'so far along the roid to
international cooperation in the one-tirire intractable probl"ems of biblio-
graphical control. And among the names of those who head the list of
men and women whose efforts have spanned the continents must surely
be set the name of John W. Cronin.
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Depository Libraries:
The Out-Houses of the Government's
Information Transfer System*

CrrrroN Bnocr
Associate Uniaersity Librarian

The Uniaersit"t of North Carolina
at Chapel Hil l

Problems associated with the impact of publications of the federal goa-
ernment on libraries are categorized in two ua,ts. The first relates to
the handling and organizatioi of d.ocumen,ts ,ithin libiories. No one
approach is completely satisfactory; in practice, larger libraries tend to
process and house documents separately from other publications, a
method which may weII restrict the flow of information to users. The
second group of problems is associated with the grouing tendency to
exclude goaernment-produced information frorn the depository library
system, which itself may be inadequate to serae an expanding popula-
tion and educational system.

TN THE PROCESS OF CONSIDERING, recently, some troublesome
I aspects of librarianship associated with government publications,
a now-forgotten train of thought led me to recall an article on Marshall
Mcluhan which had crossed my path. Among other things the author
had disclosed Mcluhan's unlisted telephone number and maliciously
invited readers to call him. I was tempted, but figured Mcluhan had
changed the number anyway. The idea, however, started me to imagin-
ing the conversation which might ensue if I could talk with the most
provocative living thinker of the Wesrern world. I think it might have
gone something like this:

Mcluhan: "Hello, who seeks me on this cool medium?"
Brock: "Mr. Mcluhan, you don't know me, but I'm a librarian . . ."
Mcluhan: "What? Don't kid me. Librarians are extinct. you mean

you are an antiquated interface between senders and receivers."
Brock: "O.K. Have it your way. But I've got a problem. It seems

that a good many thousand lib . . . er, antiquated interfaces, me among
them, are concerned with certain problems related to government pub--
lications, and would like to find a few solutions. Can you help me?"

Mcluhan: "That's easy, man. Massage them this message: tell them
that since nationalism is a latent function of the print med1a, it will be
consigned to the dustbin of history along with the print media. Ergo:

* Paper presented at the program meeting of the RSD-RTSD Interdivisional Com-
mittee on Public Documents, Kansas City, June 26, 1968.
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there will be no more governments and no more publications, there-

fore-logically-there .itt b. no more government publications' Tell

your trib.-e to fold their tents and steal silently into the night'"

Those of you who have read Mcluhan know that this silly syllogism

is only a slight exaggeration of his real position. Somehow, as I observe

the thousanEr of gt:nlrnment Publications pouring i1t9 ml own library'

I wonder if he hai got the *"trug". My own vision o{ the future is some-

what less apocalypiic. In it I .io see Marshall Mcluhan climbing to

heaven on i ,tu.k of printed matter, a good part of it his own writing'

and being welcomed *ittt u mocking t-ite 6y the gatekeeper, .fohann
Gutenberg.

In any case, this paper will focus primarily on United Stat-e.s govern-

ment documerrts and tire federal depbsitory library system. Within this

area I can see plenty of problems, and picking and choosing among them

is a problem in itself. I am less sure about the possibilities. -. -
io, ,turt"t., though, let rne arbitrarily llassify or dichotomize the

problems into "intrairural" and "extramural" varieties. You will rec-

ignize this as analogous to the federal government's classification of its

re-search and develJpment programs. In the bureaucratic jargon, "in-

tramural" research usually is riferred to as "in-house" research. If we

carry the jargon to its semintically logical conclusion, then "extramural"

research wonld have to be labelled "out-house" research' The govern-

ment, for obvious reasons, does not insist upon such logical or semantic

purity-or impurity-but we need not be so politic.- 
As I see it, our "in-house" problems ar€ those which relate to our owll

activities, as librarians, in oiganizing and servicing that information

which comes to us in the form df gorrerttment publications. In Mcluhan's

jargon, they relate to what we do"as "interfaces" in transferring informa-

iiotr fr"to producers to consumers. Our activities here, of coufse, ale

directly afiectecl by the volume, form, stlucture and content of the in-

formation or publications which flow into our libraries, and they can-

not be treated- in isolation from various "out-house" problems. For the

moment, however, I want to draw an arbitrary boundary and talk about

that part of the system which is under our direct control.

I suppose our most serious in-house problems are money and peo-

ple, or iottey to train, employ, and retain pe_ople with the r-equisite

esoteric quaHhcations as doiuments librarians. Let me dodge that one

for the time being, however, and talk about the problems of- organiza-

tion, or how we deploy people and publications in providing documents

service. Since mosi of 
' 
our depositoiies are in colleges and universities,

and since my own experience is limited to the ivory tower, I will re-

strict the discussion to academia. Anything I may say which applies to

public, special or other libraries is largely coincidental.' 
Organirutionally, it seems to me ihat we have been the victims-and

to ,orri" extent the passive victims-of our environments. Elsewhere, in

writing for a group of laymen, I tried to explain the variable Patterns
of documents organization as follows:
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those tried in Vietnam, and they work about as well.

sification and exploited the classification economy made possibre by the
Daily Depository Shipping Lists and the retrieval economies provided
through the Monthly Catalog.

Roth of these patterns have their advantages and disadvantages which
you know well and with which I don't propose to bore you. Given the
financial and personnel constraints undei which smali academic li
braries op€rate, the relatively low rate of documents input which they
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absorb, and the comparatively unsophisticated research and information

demands which they must service, Iiuspect they have little choice but to

follow the smalllibrary pattern. (Perhaps I should emphasize the ad-

jective "comparatively,'; list I commit too much of a gro-voc-ation upon

Ly colleagues who do not work in the multiversities') t199.:d, I. am not

sure but irrhat this may be the optimum Pattern for small libraries. It at

least integrates documents and, 
-informaiional 

services related to docu-

ments inio the established and known structure of overall library ma-

terials ancl services. While the input of documents into such libraries

may be too low, the organizationaipattern seems to place fewer artificial

bariiers in the path oioutput in the form of information to users. Per-

haps, of course, those of you who work in smaller libraries will tell me'

"Yes, the grass always looks greener," etc.
It does seem to me, though, that some searching questions might be

raised about the performance of large libraries in this respect' Here the

financial and perionnel situation is somewhat less constricted, and more

to the point and perhaps more accurately, -the information-al and re-

search demands .16 far inore specialized and sophisticated. Later I in-

tend to flail the federal government for all sorts of sins in connection

with the depository prog*-, the transfer of information generally, and

in particulai for iis blitrdn.s to the needs of large depository_libraries.
t thint< we must take our share of the licks, however. In the Weinberg

Report and other governmenr reporrs, much is implied or said explicitly

about the failure df libraries, paiticularly research libraries, to function

as sufficiently "active transfeirers and transformers of information."

someone has'said of the weinberg Report that "if you shoot ofi enough

ammunition in all directions, you're bound to hit something." IMe can

buy this, I think, and still recognize that we presented a large and vul-

nerable target and that we at least got winged.
Now it{ a long way from these government critiques of library per-

formance to the organization of documents service in large libraries.

I'm not sure how I got out on this limb, nor if I can crawl back. I would

put it to you, however, that in some small way our mor-e 9r less neatly

separated and segregated documents collections, frequently buried as far

out of sight of the public as possible, and our specialized documents

librarian{ aho frequently stashed away somewhere in isolation from

their reference colleagues as well as from the public-all of this has

contributed to slowing down and seriously impeding if not blocking the

transfer of significant information to our users.
So much for at least one of our "in-house" problems. I said earlier

that I was less sure about possibilities, and I certainly have no ready-

made solution to this particular problem. I know of at least one very

large research library which, in effect, has said, "to hell with the cost"

and has cataloged and classified by Dewey every government docu-

ment in its possession. I taught a documents course in that library and
forced the students to carry through full information searches reaching
from bibliographical citations in the Monthly Catalog and other tools
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to physical retrieval of the documenrs themselves. They let me know in
no uncertain terrns that this particular type of solution carried its own
built-in prob'lems. A few other large academic libraries, which foilow
some form of subject divisional reference organization, have built their
documents services into social science or scienle reference d.ivisions. This
is the pattern followed in my own library, and naturally I think it a
preferable one, but r would nor rry to kid you that it has solved all the
problems.

Turning quickly to our "out-house" problems, it seems ro me that
they all relate-in one way or the other-to the federal government as a

.Already, the leeway provided by the Act of 196z is being overrun by
the fantastic growth of educational institutions. For example, in the li-
brary newsletter of a new branch of the University of Wisconsin, we
read: "We shall not be able to be a government depository; all designa-
tions in the first Congressional district are exhausted."

Earlier I noted that our "in-house" activities are directly afiected
by the form and content of the information and publications flowing
into our libraries from the governmenr. Here we might consider the ap-
parently infinite range of formats in which publications arrive, the
problem of deterioration of older documents, the serious inadequacies
in bibliographic control at the source, etc., erc. And, of course, despite
the voluminous output from government presses, there is never enough
information provided to meet the insatiable demands of our users. No
doubt most of you are familiar with the massive sratistical output of
the Census Bureau and other government agencies, and you know that
a good documents librarian can fairly easily locate such esoteric bits of
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irrformation as the annual receipts of pool halls in Kansas City

($Sa+,ooo), the number of four-month olcl or older chickens in Bun-

;"t"be County, N. C. (there are z16,879), or the number of brassieres
shipped annually by American manufacturers (would you believe zo3'-
6zd,ooo?). There are gaps, however. I once had a student come in and

ask, "Wirat pet.".ttogi of American women have naturally curly hair?"
Either I failed him or the federal government failed him; in any case, I

blamed my inability to provide utt 
"tts*et 

on the assumption that the

Census Bureau *ur too^ cowardly to try to find out. More seriously,
though, what about the political scientist who needs to know such an

apparently simple thing as the number of votes received by Lyndon

.|ohnson in Mesa, Arizoia, in 1964? He will look in vain, at least in the
government's statistical output. Perhaps, for better or worse, these gaps
in content will be filled by the proposed National Data Bank.

I think, however, thaf our hoit serious problem relates to the vol-

ume of publications flowinE through the depository system and thus
made aviilable to our libraries. This volume, it seems to me, is far too
low. I am referring here not to the low rate of selection by many small
depository librariei, but to the increasingly smaller ProPortion of the
full output of government publishing which is made available at all
through the system.

As you know, the key to availability is the printing source within the

government. Though there are some excePtions, the cutting edge_is
iharp and clear: publications printed by the Government Printing Of-
fice ire distributed to depository libraries, or at least are available for

selection by them; publications printed elsewhere than at GPO are not
so distributed. A hundred-odd years aso, when the depository system
was established, virtually all government publications were printed by
the GPO, and a depository library had actual or potential access to the
full output. This centralization of government printing held fairly
steady until the rg3o's and rg4o's. Since then there has been wide de-
centralization ancl a vast proliferation of printing outside the GPO,
with a corresponding decline 6f 266sss-6r at least reasonably efficient
and inexpen5lvs 266s55-to publications by depository libraries- There
is no time or need here to recite the details-the growth of departmental
and agency printing plants (there are now about 35o of these plants
and their publications output equals or probably surPasses that of the

GPO), and the enormous output of research or technical reports (most

of which are produced on contract or grant funds and printed by private
sources).

I would add only a brief word about this business of research or
technical reports. Many of us in academia have assumed that these fugi-
tive, fly-by-night things are of concern only to special or industrial li-
brarians. The government apparently operates under the same assump-
tion, for, with the exception of a few agencies such as AEC and NASA,
it has bestirred itself hardly at all to distribute them ouside is own

research community or conractors. Whatever the validity of this as-
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sumption in the past, it is rapidly being undermined by the extension of
government support to the social sciences and even the humanities and
the consequent appearance of research reports in these fields. Yet the
pattern of publication distribution which prevails in the "hard science"
and technology area-with its emphasis upon primary distribution
within the government and its satellite research cornmunity and with
comparative neglect of secondary distribution to libraries-is being re-
peated in the social science area. Let me give you only one out of many
possible examples. Several years ago the Office of Education initiated a
Cooperative Research Program which has resulted in thousands of re-
search reports, almost all of them printed by non-GPO sources. These
rePorts have now been absorbed into the ERIC (Educational Research
Information Center) program. In his wisdom, some OE official decided
years ago that automatic secondary disribution of Cooperative Research
Reports would be as follows: copies would be sent automatically and
free of charge to the fifty state departments of education and to the
fifty largest school systems in the country. Depository libraries, and
libraries generally, were left out and since then have had to beg, buy
and borrow these reports in an inefficient, problematical and expensive
effort to acquire them. Apparently no one in authority recognized the
fact that the bulk of educational research is carried on within universi-
ties, and that failure to distribute these reports to university libraries
seriously short-circuits their information transfer function in this small
area.

The problem is that these short-circuits have become almost the rule
rather than the exception. The systems theorists speak of decline and
atrophy in a system, which occurs when it fails to process the material,
information, or what have you, which it is its function to process. I
think it is not out of order to say that the depository system is declining,
and may be in danger of atrophy, due to the circumstances which I have
very superficially outlined. To pursue the analogy which I used earlier,
I would say that depository libraries are becorning the "out-houses" of
the government's information transfer system. This is happening be-
cause the plumbing which links us to publication and information
sources within the government is being blocked and by-passed by ac-
cidental or irrelevant factors such as the decentralization of government
printing and the failure of government officials to incorporate de-
pository libraries into their new information transfer networks.

This brings us back to those prestigious government pronounce-
ments calling for active, forced-draft information networks, informa-
tion centers, and document-handling systems spreading across all fields
of knowledge and all forms of publications, both in the government
and private sector. I think our response to this, particularly the response
of those of us who work in large research libraries, might well be to say
to the government: "First, put your own house in order; get your own
chaotic publication systems under better physical and bibliographic con-
trol. Once your own shop is in shape, then help us to restore our out-
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house, and perhaps we can do a better job." We might even suggest
that some of the millions of dollars being used to build the modern new
ranch houses of information centers and transfer networks would be
well spent simply restoring the plumbing which reaches out to that old
Victorian mansion, the depository library"

I have been complaining about the federal government and ended
up on a rather hortatory note. Let me lodge one more complaint in a
somewhat lighter vein. Several years ago the Office of Education spon-
sored publication of an annotated bibliography of programmed instruc-
tional materials. Listed in the "Miscellaneous" section was something
called "The Official Girlwatcher's Manual." This was written by some-
one named Joe Beagin, who was identified as the founder of the In-
ternational Society of Girlwatchers. The annotation described the man-
ual as a programmed text consisting of zoo frames and rro pages in
paperback; the field test population for which it was devised consisted of
"any member of the International Society of Girlwatchers and other in-
terested males." Listed as prerequisite for its use was "zof zo vision or
corrected as required," and binoculars were recommended as desiratrle
equipment. The cost was $4.95.

This particular item came to my attention when I read in the Papen
that a United States Senator rvas calling for a cutback in appropriations
to the Office of Education, on the ground that it was wasting money on
such things. I immediately went to check the bibliography and found
that it had been mutilated; two gummed sheets had been pasted over
the pages describing the girlwatcher's manual. Apparently, following
the Senator's attack, these pages had been mailed to recipients of the
bibliography with the request that they be pasted in, and I found that
this had been done by one of our student assistants as Part of the routine.
Fortunately, I was able to remove one of the sheets, and the other is so
thin that you can easily read through it.

In any case, thinking it would be nice to have some audio-visual
material for use in my documents class, I wrote a check for $4.95 to the
publisher in La Mesa, California, and asked him to send me a copy of
the girlwatcher's manual. Nothing happened for several months and, I'm
sorry to confess, I forgot about the matter. Recently, however, the check
appeared in my bank statement, cashed by some outfit in New York. I
still have not received my copy of the girlwatcher's manual' I wonder if
any librarians active or interested in the documents field would be will-
ing to join me in a taxpayer's suit against the government for fraudulent
advertising.
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Efficacy of Citation Indexing in
Reference Retrievalx

Trmooone S. HuaNc
Director of the Library

Tri-State College
AngoIa, Indiana

Citation and subiect index search results were analyzed with relatiae
recall ratio, relatiue rejection ratio, noise ratio, redundancy ratio, unit
search decision, and unit search time as eualuatiue rneasures. Subiect
indexing was lound to haue greater efficacy than citation indexing.
There is a uery highly significant difference between the proportions of
pertinent references among the uniqne relerences retrieaed by the two
types of searches. A bachward search without noise elimination re-
trieued numerous references, mostly noise. The data indicate that it
zuould be useless to do machi.ne searches to retrieue all references with
tw o-lin ke d or t hr e e- Iinhe d, conne c ti ons, e tc.

Introduction

aIITATION INDEXING is the indexing principle ro associate cited
lr-,1 references with citing references. A citation index is an index
whose basic record is a file of references to cited documents associated
with references to citing documents. rn citation indexes which exist in
book form, under the references to cited documents, references to citing
documents are listed, e.g., Shepard's Citations in law, an outstanding ex-
ample of the citation index since r87g, and Sci,ence Citation lid,ex,
published since r964.1

A citation index can facilitate various uses of citations,2 but, in the
research to be reported here, we are concerned only with citation in-
dexing as a reference retrieval device in documentation. A citation in-
dex can help us find out who and what document cited whom and what
document among the publications covered. It can do this easily be-
cause of the way the entries are arranged: the cited references first,'each
followed by the citing references. If it is on magnetic rape or punched
cards, searches can be made either from cited references to citing refer-
ences or vice versa.

From the reference retrieval point of view, what matters is recall
(the retrieval of pertinent references) and noise (the nonpertinent

* The research here reported has been supported in part by the U. S. Air Force under
Grant No. AF-AFOSR 53r-66, monitored by the Air Force Oftce of Scientific Research
of the Office of Aerospace Research.
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references retrieved): While citation indexing has increased its use in
recent years through the relative simplicity of computer manipulation,
yet, as stated in a 1963 Arthur D. tittle report, "It is unclear how
well citation references work, and no thorough evaluative studies have,
to our knowledge, been made," so there is a "necessity of developing cri-
teria for when and how much they should be used."3 Since July 1963
there have been several studies, but investigations will still be required
to obtain an adequate knowledge of the various aspects of citation in-
dexing. The research to be reported here is a contribution toward this
end.

Object and Scope

The research is an investigation into the efficacy of citation indexing
as a reference retrieval device in documentation, especially in compari-
son with subject indexing. A backward search, i.e., a search from the
citing items to the cited items, was done for one topic through the
third step by checking the documents themselves. A forward search, i.e.,
a search from the cited items ro rhe citing items, and a subject index
search were done for three topics. The forward search was pursued step
by step until no unique reference was further retrieved. It was done by
searching the 1965 Science Citation Index. The subject index search
was done by examining the 1965 Bibliography of Agriculture, Biologi-
cal Abstracts, Chemical Abstracts, and Index Medi.cus, the major sub-
ject indexes in the field chosen for testing, generics.

The three topics of current research interest were submitted by
three scientists, each with a list of terms and a list of significant pertinent
references. For each topic a statement of the scope of the literature
search was rnade after discussions between the searcher and the scientist
who had submitted the topic. The topics follow:

(t) The Kell-Cellano (K-k) genetic system of human blood factors.
(z) Self-incompatibility in plants, Primula, Oenothera, Brassica,

Lycopersicon.
(3) Antigenic relationships among the gram-negative bacteria, Sal-

monella, Escherichia coli, Proteus, and Shisella.

Collection of Data

Data were collected through the above-mentioned searches, and
through the pertinence judgment of retrieved references. All searches
were done by the same searcher. No time limit was set for any of the
searches. All references were retrieved except those in languages other
than English.

The search terms and the search references for each topic were based
on those suggested by the scientist. No limit was placed on the number
of terms or references the scientist might suggest for his topic.

Topic 2 was randomly chosen for the backward search. There were
seven search references for topic z. One search reference, which is a re-
view article and cites 384 English references, was excluded, because its
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extraordinarily large number of cited references would have unduly
affected the mean of references cited per citing reference.

A forward search and a subject index search were done for topics
r,2, and g. For each topic the subject index search was always completed
first before the forward search was started. Search time and search de-
cisions were recorded. Errors were recorded when noticed. Each error in
an entry was counted only once no matter how often the same entry
was retrieved.

In the forward search, the searcher did not eliminate any of the cit-
ing references by scanning the titles. This was done to test the claim that
a document may be pertinent although its title may appear not. (One
has to read the entire document before one knows whether it is perti-
nent.) To initiate the forward search, five search references were used
for topic r, seven search references for topic z, and sixteen search ref-
erences for topic a.

The subject index search was done in the normal way. All references
considered as pertinent by the searcher scanning the titles were re-
trieved. References were not retrieved if they were considered to be
nonPertinent by the searcher. F{owever, a reference was retrieved when
there was any doubt as to its nonpertinence. Abstracts, if available, were
not read during search, because the use of abstracts is outside the scope
of this study.

The annual subject index of the 1965 Bibliography of Agriculture
is alphabetical, often with subdivisions under each heading. The annual
cumulative subject index of the 1965 Biological Abstracts is an enriched
permuted title index, i.e., a permuted title index sometimes with words
not originally in the title added. The annual subject index of either vol.
6z (January-June 1965) or vol. 63 fluly-December 1965) of Chemical
Abstracts is alphabetical, each heading with modifiers to make it more
specific. The 1965 Index Medicus has in each of its twelve monthly is-
sues a subject section. Parts z to 4of. the rq65 Cumulatedlndex Medicus
are the subject index (A-E, F-O, and P-Z). Broad subject headings are
used in Index llledicus and in Cumulated' Index Medicus. Since there
is no subject index that covers all the appropriate journals presently
covered by a combination of two or three of these indexes for a given
topic, these indexes have to be used, and in appropriate combinations.
There are variations among these subject indexes as to the way the
headings are derived, the degree of specificity of the headings used, and
their arrangement. While we do not know which of these variations is
the best, nor do we know whether any other variation may be better
than these, we do know that improvements can be made for these in-
dexes. When a better subject index is devised and encornpasses broader
subject coverage, better search results will be possible. In fact, since the
subject index search was done by using more than one sub.ject index,
redundancy, search decisions, and search time were increased for the
subject index search.
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Perti,nence ludgment

Pertinence is the presence in the document of information that is

within the scope of the topic as defined prior to the search. The per-
tinence of the retrieved references was judged by the pertinence of the
documents they represented.

For the references retrieved by the backward search, the pertinence
of a cited reference was determined by the citing author's testimony.4
That is, by checking the passage(s) in which it is cited in the citing doc-
ument, it was judged pertinent if the citing author is dealing with in-

formation within the scope of the toPic as defined prior to the search;

otherwise the cited reference was judged nonpertinent. This method of
determining the pertinence of a reference depends not only on the
citing author, but on the person who does the checking in the citing
document. It r,vas used for the relative ease in use it affords.5 In this re-
search the searcher did the checking, and he often checked both the
citing document and the cited document before the cited reference's
pertinence was determined.

For the references retrieved by the forward and the subject index
searches, the pertinence of a retrieved reference was determined by the
scientist after reading the document in its entirety. Since there might
be facets of a topic that could not be encompassed in the statement of
the scope which u'as defined prior to the searches, it was thought advis-
able to include the "useful to research" concept in the scientist's judg-
ment of pertinence. Thus, pertinence is the presence in the document
of information that is within the scope of the topic and is also useful
to research on the topic. Pertinence is by this definition made specific to
the research needs of the scientist who has submitted the topic.

In the analysis of data, it was found that when the "useful to re-
search" concept was applied in the pertinence judgment of the docu-
ments retrieved for topics r and z, the results were the same as when the
"useful to r€search" concept was not applied. On the other hand, in the
pertinence judgment of the documents retrieved for topic e,, a large
number of the documents were judged as containing information within
the scope of the topic but not useful to the scientist's research. Topic

3 demonstrates that a topic may have a scope which is not very simple
and neat.

Eaaluatiue Measures

The data thus collected include the number of unique pertinent
references, the number of unique nonpertinent references, the num-
ber of redundant references, the number of search decisions, and the
amount of search time.

Errors in index entries were noted during the searches. Yet they
are not evaluative measures by which citation indexing and subject
indexing can be compared. Nor is journal coverage or time lag. These,
as well as errors in entries, format, print, and even price, can be used to
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evaluate a particular index, but not indexing. While we must use in-
dexes in testing the efficacy of indexing, there is a distinction between
indexing as a principle based on which an index is made, and an index
which is compiled and produced, based on a type of indexing. Per-
tinent reference may faif to be retrieved by searching a particular in-
dex; simply because these references have not been entered either due
to'titne lag or due to omission of the publishing journal in its cover-
age. Such efiects can be eliminated by ionsidering only those retrieved
references which are entered in both types of indexes in the analysis of
data for cornparing two types of indexing.

For the data based on the results of anv literature search with the

trieval efficiency, nor is this measure alone adequate in comparing two
index searches for the same topic.

Efficacy of any indexing is the capacity of index(es) based on this
type of indexing to lead to pertinent reference(s) with(out) non-
pertinent reference(s) over a lapse of time. Efficacy of indexing consists
in retrieval efiectiveness and retrieval efficiency. Appropriate evalua-
tive measures are discussed below.

(A) Eualuatiue Measures (Retrieual Efiectiueness). To evaluate the
retrieval efiectiveness of one type of indexing as compared with another
type of indexing, we use relative recall ratio (R) and relative rejection
ratio $.

(r) Relative recall ratio.? Recall is the retrieval of pertinent
references. Relative recall ratio (R) for a particular type of indexing is

ratio the better.

(B) Eaaluatiae Measures (Retrieual Efficienry). To evaluate the re-
trieval efficiency of one type of indexing, we use noise ratio (N), re-
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dundancy ratio (D), unit search decision (E), and unit search time
(F).

(r) Noise ratio.s Noise is the nonpertinent teferences among
references retrieved. Noise ratio (N) is the number of unique non-
pertinent references retrieved by searching a particular type of index
(2, or Zr), divided by the total number of unique references rerieved
by the same search (M, or Mr). The lower the ratio the better. It can
be seen that the pertinence ratio and the noise ratio for the same unique
references retrieved in an index search are complementary.

(z) Redundancy ratio. Redundancy is the recurrence of identi-
cal references among references retrieved. Redundancy ratio (D) for a

Particular type of indexing is the number of redundant references re-
trieved by searching this type of index (U1 or U2), divided by the total
number of references retrieved by the same search (T1 or Tr). The
lower the ratio the better.

(3) Unit search decision. The total number of decisions made
in searching a particular type of index (S1 or S2), divided by the total
number of unique references retrieved by the same search (M, or M2),
results in the unit search decision (E). The lower the number the better.

(4) Unit search time. The total search time used in searching a
particular type of index (Y, or Yr), divided by the total number of
unique references retrieved by the same search (M, or M"), results in
the unit search time (F). The briefer the time the betrer.

Redundancy ratio, unit search decision and unit search time are not
crucial measures. Since the searches are made to retrieve pertinent ref-
erences, those measures involving the number of pertinent references
retrieved are more important.

The data used for computing pertinence ratio, relative recall ratio,
relative rejection ratio, and noise ratio can be presented in a z X 2 con-
tingency table as follows:

Pertinent
References

w1
w2

W r * W z

Nonpertinent
References

ZL
7"

Z t * Z z

A ssump tiorzs an d Hy p o these s

The searches were done in a way to retrieve all the pertinent refer-
ences that can be retrieved. As can be seen from the above. there are

Index Search A
Index Search B
Total

Total

M1
M2

M t * M z
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assumptions in this research. They are: (r) each scientist wants as
many pertinent references as possible when he is given a list of refer-
ences on his research topic; (z) each scientist wants a few nonperti-
nent references as possible when he is given a list of references on his
research topic; and (3) a searcher must spend as little time as possible
to get the same results of reference retrieval.

While we would let the data lead us to the findings, we did formu-
late two hypotheses before we started the collection of data. Thev
were: (r) a backward search, without the elimination of noise at each
step, will soon step by step retrieve an overwhelming number of refer-
ences, most of them being noise, and with the noise increasing at each
step; and (z) there is a significanr difference berween the proportion
of pertinent references among the unique references retrieved by the
subject index search and the proportion of pertinent references among
the unique references rerrieved by the forward search.

Bachward Search

In using a citation index, the cycling technique is often recom-
mended.lo Cycling consists of the search in a citation index for refer-
ences citing the search references known to be pertinent for a topic, and
also the search in the footnotes and bibliographies of the documents
represented by the search references for references cited there. This
combination gives one the "ability to go both forward and backward in
time."11 For convenience, the former is called forward search, and the
Iatter backward search. When there exists a citation index that covers
journals over a long period of years, e.g., rgoo-lg7o, then with any search
reference published in a journal thus covered, its cited references can be
retrieved through search in the citation index if it is available on mag-
netic tape or punched cards. Efiorts have been made toward formulating
citation index search operations in mathematical notation to facilitate
programming for computer search.12 The Institute for Scientific In-
formation, publisher of the Science Citation Index, has the citation data
on magnetic tape. After it continues the Science Citation Index opeta-
tions for years, in time it will have years of citation data on tape, and
thus both forward and backward searches can be macle in machine
searches. In the M.I.T. Technical fnformation project, which uses a
time sharing computer operated by Project MAC, searches include find-
ing all papers that cite a given paper, and all papers that are cited in a
given paper, €tc.rs It should be-desirable to inveitigate what backward.
search could do for us, and how we could best do it.

As related above, the backward search in this research was pursued
for three steps, starting with six references, for topic z. The dita thus
derived are summarized below.

The references cited by the six starting references total tzz, of which
there are ro7 unique relerences (first step). A random sample of zo was
taken. These zo references cite a total ol 442 refetences, of which there
are g4g unique references (second step). A random sample of 20 was
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again taken from among tirre g43 unique references. These 2o references
cite zg7 references, of which there are zor unique references.

We know that rc7 unique references ari cited by the six starting
references, but what is the iotal number of unique references cited by
these ro7 references, and what is the total number of unique references
cited by the unique references cited by these ro7 references? As sampling
was done at the second step and at the third steP, such total numbers

than 8,5ro.14
The redundancy ratio at each step can be computed as follows:
For the rzz references cited by the six startins references, the re-

dundancy ratio is r5frzz - rzSofn. For the 442 tefetences cited by the

2o references in the stage A sample, the redundancy ratio is gg/442 =

zz.4o/o. For the 237 references cited by the 2o references in the stage B
sample, the redundancy ratio is g6/zg7 - rb.rg|o.

Based on the citing author's testimony, the zo references in the
stage A sample consist of 6 pertinent and 14 nonpertinent ones. The zo
references in the stage B sample consist of z pertinent and 18 nonperti-
nent ones. Thus, for the stage A sample, the pertinence ratio is yofo,
the noise tatio 7o/o; for the stage B sample, the pertinence ratio is
rc/o, the noise ratio 9o7^.

The main source of this overwhelmins noise is the multi-unit nature
of documents, i.e., documents containing more than one unit of infor-
mation. Frequently a citing author may cite references in relation to
units of information other than the one for which the backward search
was done. Thus a pertinent reference often cites nonpertinent references.
This basic fact accounts for not only the overwhelming noise, but the

creasing at each step.
As noise increases to go/o after the third step of the backward

search, there is serious doubt as to the need for machine search that
will give the scientist all the references that have three-linked connec-
tions with the starting references, i.e., all references cited by the
references cited by the references cited by the starting references. In
fact, as noise increases to 7o/o after the second step of the backward
search. there is doubt even as to the need for machine search that will
give the scientist all references that have two-linked connections with
the starting references, i.e., all references cited by the references cited
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literature search for a scientist on a specific topic.

Results of Subject Index and Forward Searches

For a general analysis the results of the subjecr index and the for-
ward searches for topics r, z, and 3 are summarized in Table r. The
evaluative measures are computed and presented in Table z.

The effects of journal coverage and time lag can be eliminated by
considering only those retrieved references which were published in
1965 and entered in both types of indexes. The summary of data for
such a final analysis of the search results for the three topics is given in
Table 3, and the evaluative measures are computed and shown in Table

4. Unit search decision and unit search time cannot be computed in
Table 3, because the total number of search decisions and the total
search time cannot be separated as to what parts of them were for the
1965 references only, in the case of the subject index search. For topic
t, one pertinent 1965 reference was retrieved by both the subject index
search and the forward search. For topic 2, seven pertinent and one
nonpertinent 1965 references were rerieved by both types of index
searches. For topic a, the data were derived with the "useful to research"
concept applied in the pertinence judgment of references. (It makes no
difierence whether the "useful to research" concept was applied in the
pertinence judgment of references retrieved for topics r and z.)

For topic t, the forward search is better than the subject index
search with regard to pertinence ratio, relative recall ratio, relative re-
jection ratio, noise ratio, and unit search time. They are about the same
with regard to redundancy ratio. With regard to unit search decision the
subject index search is better. Topic r is of emerging research interest,
and so far relatively only a few papers on the topic have been published.
The forward search done for topic r was started with references that are
key papers. The search results indicate that the forward search is quite
efiective. It is worth further study to see whether the forward search
may quite regularly prove efiective under certain circumstances, and, if
so, under what circumstances.

For topics z and g, the subject index search is better than the for-
ward search with regard to pertinence ratio, relative recall ratio, noise
ratio, and unit search decision. With regard to relative rejection ratio,
the subject index search is better for topic a, and it is the same as the
forward search in the final analysis for topic z, although not as good as
the forward search in the general analysis of the search results. The
forward search is better with regard to redundancy ratio and unit
search time. It is clear that for topic 2, the forward search cannot re-
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trieve any pertinent reference. Topic 3 has an extended scope. The
searches retrieved a great many references. Their pertinence judgment
necessitates the application of the "useful to research" concept. The
analysis of the search results leads to the conclusion that for topics z
and g the subject index search has greater efficacy than the forward
search.

It can be seen that the subject index search is always better than the
forward search with regard to unit search decision, while the forward
search is always better with regard to unit search time.

Combined Data and Ouerall Analysi,s

To look at the search results for the three topics in the field of ge-
netics as a whole, we have the combined data in Table 5, based on the
retrieved 1965 references which were entered in both types of indexes.
and whose pertinence was judged with the application of the "useful to
research" concept. Given in Table 6 are the evaluative measures com-
puted for the comtrined data. The subject index search leads in all
measures except redundancy ratio. It has a high redundancy ratio partly
because more than one subject index and a great many terms were used
in the search.

When the retrieved unique references in the combined data are
classified according to their pertinence or nonpertinence, such data can
be presented in a 2 x 2 contingency table and a test of significance
performed. Since the sample sizes, N5, for the three topics are very dif-
ferent, Cochran's method is used for the test of significance.lG Table 7 is

Table 5

Cooblned Date of Search Results for Three Toplcs

SubJect Index
Search

Total  nuober of  references 115
retr leved

Total  nr .ober of  unlque 50
references fetr ieved

Total  number of  unlque 34
pe r t .  r e f ,  r e t r i eved

Totel  number of  unique 16
nonpe r t .  r e f .  r e t r l eved

Total  number of  redundant 65
referenees retrLeved

Forrard
seerch

93

72

27

45

2L
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tab le

Cooblned Datr for thrcc loptcs

Toptc

SubJect Indcr Scerch

Fonrard Seerch

Totr l

SubJcct Indcx Search

Fonrard Search

Tot!1

Subject Indcr Search

Fornerd Search

Totr l

Pertlnence: 2 x 2 Contlogency Table

7

by

Per t .
Ro f .

1

lfoopcrt. Tot.L
Rc f .

koportlon
of  Per t .  Ref .

0.  3333

0.7500

o.57L4

0.5000

0.0000

0 .  3333

0 .  7 1 r  1

0.  3582

0.5000

3

4

I

0

I

32

24

56

2 3

l 4

3 7

L 2

1 l

2 3

1 3  4 5

43 67

s6 112

the g x s continsency table with proportion of pertinent references
grven.

The overall test is to test the hypothesis that there is a significant
difference between the proportion of pertinent references among the
unique references retrieved by the subject index search and the propor-
tion of pertinent references among the unique references retrieved by
the forward search. The null hypothesis is that there is no significant
difference, in other words, that there is no association between the dif-
ference in the proportion$ of pertinent references among the unique
references retrieved and the types of index search. The test criterion
computed for the data in Table 7 is 3.38, which corresponds to a prob-
ability of o.ooo7. That is, the value of the test criterion, 3.38, would be
expected to occur by chance only seven times in ten thousand times if
the null hypothesis is true. Thus the difierence in the proportions of
pertinent references among the unique references retrieved is very
highly significant. The data thus affirms the second hypothesis.

Conclusions

The two hypotheses formulated prior to the data collection have
been affirmed by the analysis of the data derived from the searches done
in this research. The differences between the subject index search and
the forward search in a citation index which were done for each of the
three topics are: (r) the indexes used for the two types of searches are
based on difierent types of indexing, subject indexing and citation
indexing; and (z) during the forward search in a citation index no

. 4 3 O . Librart Resources dr Technical Seraices



reference was eliminated through the scanning of the titles, while during
the subject index search references were eliminated when considered as
nonPertinent by the searcher scanning the titles. This kind of elimina-
tion is normal during subject index searches. It was not applied during
the forward search because we wanted to find out whether pertinent
references may have unlikely titles and turn up in unexpected corners
as claimed.

The subject index search has greater efficacy than the forward search
in a citation index for the combined data of the search results for all
three topics. The former is better with regard to all evaluative measures
except redundancy ratio.

The forward search in a citation index could be a supplementary
aid when additional pertinent references are needed after the subject
index search has been completed. There are pertinent references re-
trieved by one but not by the other. A check of the 1965 pertinent refer-
ences retrieved by the forward search for topic r shows that two refer-
ences were entered in the subject indexes but not retrieved by the
subject index search. For topic a, seventeen 1965 pertinent references
retrieved by the forward search were entered in the subject indexes but
not retrieved by the subject index search. On the other hand, twenty-
five 1965 pertinent references retrieved by the subject index search
were entered in the citation index searched but not retrieved from it by
the forward search. When and if additional pertinent references are
needed even at the cost of reduced efficacy, the forward search in a
citation index may be useful to supplement the subject index search.

Based on the data in this research, there are three typ€s of topics.
The first type is one of emerging research interest, with a concentrated
citation pattern. Only a few papers were written on the topic, and those
who work on the topic know these papers well, and cite them very fre-
quently. A forward search retrieves a few references, just over half of
which are pertinent. Topic r is an example.

The second type is one in relation to which a number of papers,
written over the years, are scattered among citations. A forward search
retrieves very few references, all noise. Topic z is an example.

The third type is of extended scope with a great many related papers.
A forward search without the elimination of noise at each step re-

trieves a large number of references, mostly noise. Topic 3 is an exam-
ple.

In further research with more topics in various subject fields, it will
be worth knowing whether other topics fall into these types, whether
there are other types, and, more importantly, whether most of the topics
pertain to one type, and, if so, which type. Such knowledge will guide us
in our index searches.

The claim has been made in the literature that the citation index
gives one the "ease with which one can obtain a negative result with a
high degree of certainty."rz In this research when the citation index
search failed to retrie\re any pertinent reference for topic z, the subject

Volume rz, Number q, Fall t968 ' 43r



index search retrieved one 1965 pertinent reference and two tg64 per-
tinent references which were all entered in the citation index searched.
Thus this claim has not been borne out by our data. In fact, when a
citation index search does not retrieve any pertinent reference, it simply
means that none of the source items covered by the citation index has
cited any of the search references used in the search. Yet this does not
give us any degree of certainty that there is no pertinent reference
among the source items.

It has been claimed that a citation index search retrieves pertinent
references unexpectedly from fields unfamiliar to the scientist who ini-
tiates the literature search. In this research the citation index searches
for all three topics have not retrieved a single Pertinent reference that
appears in a field unfamiliar to the scientist who submitted the topic.
Thus this particular claim has not been borne out by the data either.

Without the elimination of noise at each step, a backward search
leads to an immense number of references, whereas a forward search
yields a relatively small number of references.

The pertinence ratio decreases while the noise ratio increases with
each step of a backward search or a forward search. Thus it is essential
to eliminate noise at each step. While no cycling was directly done in
this research, the data indicate that cycling would lead to much noise,
just as its two components, backward search and forward search, would
most of the time, when the elimination of noise at each step is not done.
So-called "automatic tracing"l8 would be too costly in terms of noise. It
would be useless to do machine searches to retrieve all references that
have two-linked connections, three-linked connections, etc. It may be
more effective to limit a forward search to one steP only, and this may
be useful to obtain a lew pertinent references as an introduction to the
literature.

The research needs replication. In further research noise should be

eliminated at each step of a forward search or a backward search, now

that we know that few or no Pertinent reference will turn uP unex-

pectedly in unfamiliar fields. More data on cycljng should be obtained

ior ouriorm topics. The results of cycling should be compared with those

of subject index searches.
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The Jordan Plastic Book Box' A New
Concept in Library Storage and Circulation

Ronsnr Jonoex, Director of Media SenLices

and
CernnnrNr Bruvrxrrro, Acting D'eputy Director

Fed,eral City Colte ge,Washington, D' C'

A substantial cltange is suggested. in a key tibrary actiaity-the sheluing
and storing of boohs, and optionally, in circulation-through the use
of an ind.iuidual box 7or eaih booh. For thousands of years libraries
haae been forced to shelae boohs either in relatiue or fixed location' An

integration or combination of fixed and relatiae location opens an en-
ilrely new range of possibilities afiecting a substantial proportion .of all
library operating procedures. Few haie i'magined these potentialities
in the past beciuse the simple, but proloundly cru.cial base has not

been possible uith. exist ing technology.

Introduction

ITH THE DEVELOPMENT of modern methods of extruding

V V plastics, it becomes possible to house each book in a lib ary in its

own plastic box; the box and the book are both numbered with each
bookt distinctive book number. Each book is assigned to a fixed loca-
tion in a specific plastic box, but the location of the box can be relative
in relation to the shelf.

On a mass production basis, the boxes could be constructed in
many sizes at low cost. Made of thin, semi-rigid, unbreakable plastic of
the type common in children's toys or in drinking glasses, such boxes
would be almost indestructible under ordinary library use.

Design specifications have been worked out to provide for the fol-
lowing: (r) keeping the spine of each book exactly at the front edge of
the box; (z) keeping the boxes in perfect alignment relative to each
other and to the shelf; (3) keeping the box and the adjacent boxes
stable while the patron removes a book; and (4) permitting ea$y re-
moval and insertibn of either book or box. Maintenance of the shelf
arrangement could be facilitated by stripes of color coding on the sPine
of the book and on the book number area of the box. (See illustration.)

A dvanta ges an d Appl icati o n s

Any library would be able to adopt the system, without any changes
in existing shelving or equipment. Once the boxes are associated with
particular books in the initial processing, the boxes would require no
more attention or time than a book jacket or a shelf.

Pamphlets, periodicals, phono-records, and archiues. At present there
is no inexpensive and durable pamphlet, periodical, or archive con-
tainer. The plastic book box would fill this need. The availability of
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Personal li,braries and office collections. Since the boxes have a num-
ber of "self-operating" featureg they would be appropriate in semi- or
non-staffed situations. The downward-projecting tab at the bottom of
each box could include the author and title, rather than the call num-
ber, so that each book could be easily matched with the proper box.
Other than this, the books and boxes would require no further process-
ing. The boxes would assist in keeping the collection intact and ar-
ranged-empty boxes on the shelf would stand as a constant and visible
reminders of books out on loan.

Reference, rare Booh, and other non-circulating collections. The
boxes would be especially appropriate for this type of material, where
a high degree of control and neatness is desired.

Thin boohs. Many libraries would like to find a more satisfactory
lvay of storing the increasing proportion of small items which are too
important for conventional pamphlet handling-items which are easily
"lost" between adjacent larger books. The use of plastic book boxes of-
fers a possible solution. Each plastic box can house several such items;
one side of the plastic box would offer sufficient space for six or eight
catalog cards, instead of the normal one per box. Likewise, boxes for
thin materials can be shelved separately, not on separate shelves, but at
the beginning of each section of the classification, so that these ma-
terials would not be separated from larger books on the same subject.

Protection of boohs. In plastic boxes, books would be protected
from impact, air, dust, extremes of temperature, extremes of humidity
or dryness, and water: thus they would last longer. To a degree, the
boxes could substitute for the case binding of books; this could mean
that a higher proportion of books could be left in paper binding, and a
lower proportion would need rebinding in thick library bindings. Such
practice would help compensate for the extra thickness of the boxes.

Self-rnailer. With some modification, the boxes could be used as self-
mailers.

Cleaning and househe,eping. With less wear and tear, rhere would
be less debris from books to contend with. Dusting of the shelves would
not be as tedious an operation and dusting the flat smooth-topped sur-
faces of the boxes would be less time-consuming than dusting the top
edges of books.

Proaision of boxes by publishers. Eventually, it might prove attrac-
tive to many publishers to ship their books in plastic boxes to library
jobbers and retail bookstores. In addition to protecting the books in
transit and on the bookdealers' shelves, the boxes and the various pos-
sibilities for their use would exert sales appeal as a distinctive ."gim-
mick."

The often expensive and attractive book binding itself could be dis-
played, with printed material affixed to the box replacing the eye-catch-

ing qualities of the paper jacket. with boxes made of transparent plastic,

it 
-would 

be possible to combine a view of a portion of the cover of the

book with colbrful display on the box.
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Storage libraries. The system would be useful for libraries circulat-
ing books at less than average intervals, because of the physical protec-
tion offered by the boxes for only a slight additional cost per book. A
modification of the plastic book box, permitting the book to be stored
on its spine in the box, would provide more compact storage. (Sug-
gested by Melville J. Ruggles, Council on Library Resources.)

Automatic retrieual and sheluing of boohs. The development of the
plastic book box would make it feasible, for the first time, to install a
comparatively simple, inexpensive mechanical "retriever and shelver,"
not dependent on special shelving, reinforced floors, or conveyor belts
as in a vending machine operation, but operating much as a phono-
record is retrieved in a juke box. (Suggested by Joseph Popecki, Mid-
Atlantic Associates, Washington, D.C.) In this scheme, the total cost for
mechanizing the shelving and retrieval of books would be considerably
less than one dollar per book. Such an installation could be econornic
in libraries with fairly low ratios of circulation to size of collection.

Handling of boohs to and frorn .shelues facilitated. It would take less
effort to remove or reshelve a book in a plastic box than to remove
books of whatever binding or size, since adjacent books would always
be in alignment. With air space at the top of each box, books would
slide easily from their boxes, eliminating the common problem of books
being too tightly pressed together, or too loosely arrayed.

Improu'ed uisibility of book nutnbers. Because of the exact position-
ing of the boxes and the flat surface on the front edge of each box on
which the book number would appear, the book numbers would be
easily visible and in the same relative posirion on each box, so that the
row of book numbers on the shelves would form a straight line. Also, for
the first time, it would be possible to have a visible book number for the
following categories: oversize books shelved spine or fore edge down,
thin bookg books with highly culved spines, books with plastic or
spiral bindings, and books whose spines should not be defaced because
of the rarity or beauty of the book.

Proaiding a slot for pachs of duplicate punched book cards. One
system for fully-computerized, centralized circulation requires the use
of pre-punched single circulation book cards. These cards must remain
with the book at all times, but this is awkward as the cards are subject
to loss in handling of the books within and outside the library. An
adaptation of the plastic book box, with a built-in slot in the side of
the box, would provide a "home" where the cards might be stored while
the book was in circulation.

Prouiding a slot for dupiicate copies of catalog cards. Some libraries
could provide a new service to patrons-clistribution of catalog cards for
development of individual bibliographies and files of books iead or to
be read.

Entire stoch always apparent. With a catalog card on one side of
each box, it would become^possible for all users o"f the library to browse
at the shelaes to discover the library holdings on a particular subject.
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Furnishing complete bibliographic information at the exact point of

patron tt"""a *onta mean thit 
^Patrons 

would be able to use the library

justed only r/go or r/roo times as often.- 
Improuembnt in' maintaining shelf arrangement. A bo1 may be re-

moved from a shelf leaving all other boxes undistufbed; since there

would be only one gap visilte on the shelf, it would be difficult to

shelves would be solved.

entire shelf alTangement every week, ot even daily.

than finding a particular relative location.
Shifting. There would never be any variation in required shelf space

because of books in circulation; thus, it would be a simple matter to
judge the required amount of shelf space when shifting books from
one location to another.

Inu'entory. Taking of inventory would be far more efficient. Scan-
ning a shelf for empty boxes would take only a fraction of a second for

each shelf.
Elimination of shelues. A slight modification would permit the use

of the Jordan plastic book box without the need for shelves. By covering
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the back of the box and the surface to be used with a material such as
"Velcro," use could be made of pillars, stairwells, and many other ,.odd-

shaped" areas for the storage of books in an efficient and attractive man-
ner,

Elimination of centralized ci,rculation record.s. By affixing a sign-out
sheet to the side of each box, it is possible to eliminate entirily the cen-
ualized circulation area, along wifh the clerical staff and detailed rec-

circulation statistics. Even without centralized circulation records,
it would still be possible to maintain fairly reliabre and detailed circu-
lation statistics, using sampling techniques, including, for the first time,
the. within-library circulation that in many librarieJ represents the ma-
jority of book utilization, but is never recorded. or summaiized.

Reserues. Patron reservations on books in circulation can be made
simply by adding the potential borrower's name to the record on the
book.

Weeding. The amount of time required for weeding would be re-
duced, because the number of times that each book had been circulated
would be quickly apparenr.

Supplementing with an exchange charging system. For libraries with
a fairly stable clientele and able to operate on an honor system (many
special, college, and school libraries), no further circulation control
would be necessary. For libraries unable to institute an honor system, or
unable to educate all patrons to use the sign-out sheets consistently,
positive control could be achieved by adding a simple exchange type of
charging system, such as the Westminister system, which involves the
use of tokens deposited in exchange for books borrowed, or the "Jordan
Book Check qlargilS System," which involves the deposit of multiple
copies of individual "book checks" for books borrowed.

Disaduantages and prob lems

Possibly the most serious disadvantage would be the extra shelf space
required by the additional width of the boxes. This should be partially
ofiset by a reduction in the needed amount of space held aside fbr shift-
ing; instead of the us;ual z_go/o of shelf space, it should be possible to get
along with half as much because of the partial approach to fixed loca-
tion. The boxes, themselves, would be made of very thin material. All
in all, it is doubtful that additional net square feet of stack space would
exceed rolo. Since the cost of additional stack and building space is on
the order of ro to 40 cents per book per year, this means that rc/o of the
books would cost an additional ro to 40 cents per year to house, or an
average of r to 4 cents per book additional building cost spread over the
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entire collection. Only those libraries unable to add additional stack
space and so crowded as to depend on books in circulation to release
shelf space would be seriously disadvantaged.

Despite the fact that it can be demonstrated that the savings in the
cost of many library procedures would outweigh the cost for the extra
stack space required, there would undoubtedly be resistance to use of
the boxes by libraries subject to unusually severe pressure to house a
maximum number of titles in any given space. In such a library, even if
rc/o additional stack space were specifically provided to accornmodate
boxes, there would undoubtedly be pressure to acquire additional
titles rather than boxes.

Summary

The existing universal method of storing books-side by side on
shelves-is so simple and basic that little thought has been given to any
drastic change. We have unconsciously assumed that many of the dis-
advantages were inevitable, e.g., messy shelves, high cost of inventory,
etc. The book box makes possible the elimination of many of these dis-
advantages, but, in turn, introduces some of its own. The new system
should be judged on its intrinsic merits and the net gain for a particular
library, and not on any preconceived ideas as to how a libtary must
operate.

The nrst version or,",...":;:;:-t.".".;.:ppendixc or a paper on "The
l,ibrary-College" delivered at the School of Library Science at Syracuse University in
November, 1964. A series of six subsequent mimeographed versions, all with the title,
"The Jordan Plastic Book Box," have appeared since then and have been circulated to
perhaps roo different individuals. The third of these editions, dated December r8, 1964,
was the first to include the application of the plastic book box in "Automated Retrieval
and Shelving of Books."

The fourth revision, dated March rg, 1965, was read to the College and University
Section of the Catholic Library Association in Philadelphia, on April 23, 1965. A one-
paragraph summary of this address, including reference to use of the book box in
"automated storage and retrieval" was included in LC Information Bulletin, z4:r7,
April 26, 1965, p. goe, and reprinted in the Antiquarian Boohman, May 24, t965, p.
zz4g. The last mimeograph edition is dated May r9, 1966.

,r.,, 
Oddtrtorut summaries, all with the title, "The ]ordan Plastic Book Box," appeared

Library-College Neusletter, r, May 1965, p. 7.
Catholic Library World, Septernber 1965, p. 7o-2.
The Library-CoIIege. Philadelphi,a,The Dtexel Press, 1966, p. 248-4.
Library-College Neusletter, r5, May/June 1967, p. r8.

The last reference cited above reports that, "Unknown to me, Remington Rand has

evidently been working along similar lines, for how long I don't know, and is just about
to announce their'Randtriever' that carries out the general concept that I describe on

page 7-8 of my article on the 'Jordan Plastic Book Box,'accepted by Esther Piercy for
publication in LR&TS almost two years ago. , . . Remington Rand is currently construct-
ing a large new building at their plant at Tonawanda, New York, designed specifically
as a 'Randtrieygl'-x1 entirely automated stack for the physical shelving and retrieval
of books."
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RTSD in an Age of Change*
Mencenrr C. Bnowu, Chiel

Pro'cessing Diaision
Free Library of Philadelphia

P hil ade I phi a, P enn sy la ania

TT WAS BACK IN JANUARY, when the agenda for this meeting
I was being prepared, that the President indicated that he wanted the
Vice-President to appear on the program. I suggested that maybe I
could talk about what makes RTSD run. I thought surely I would know
by June, and once I find out how something works-whether it is a new
can opener or a performance budget-I can't wait to tell everyone else,
always assuming of course an interest on their part that matches my
own. Only, here it is June and I really don't know how RTSD runs.
I feel sympathy for the child who awoke one morning unaware that the
town clock had gotten out of order during the night. He lay in bed
and counted as the clock struck lo, lr, rz, rg, 14, rb.At this point
he jumped out of bed and ran through the house, calling to his family,
"Get up! Get up! It's later than it has ever been before!" And for me
too, it's later than it's ever been before.

One of our former distinguished presidents of the Division, sym-
pathizing with me because of my newly acquired responsibilities, said
to me last Winter at Miami Beach, "You know, this job bears no re-
semblence to the one I had a few years ago." What prompted that
remark? In what ways exactly has RTSD changed in the last few years?
For one thing, I don't believe the past-president who addressed me was
expected to say something profound one minute after she was handed
the gavel. But there are more important ways in which we have
changed. I would like to speak of two-changes in what we are trying
to do and changes in the way we are trying to do it. These two are
not easy to separate, but I am going to try for the purpose of this
comment. I would first like to speak about what we are trying to do.

We do get tired of hearing about the growing complexity of our
world-our personal world, our professional world, our political world-
but we cannot escape the fact that almost everything about our lives
is becoming increasingly complex. What is the nature of this increasing
complexity as it is reflected in this particular segment of our professional
organization?

Well, for one thing, in the goals we are setting for ourselves. In
this connection I would speak of "Goals for Action,"l a statement ac-
cepted by the RTSD Board of Direcrors at the Miami Beach meeting.

* Speech given at the Membership Meeting of Resources and Technical Services
Division in Kansas City, June r7, r968.
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the democratic process.
Also our pt"i".t* today often take money. It is becoming increasingly

difficult to accornplish our desired ends with the voluntaly conffibutions

of our members. This is so, not because individuals are any less willing

ents incorporated into RTSD's renamed Centralized Processing Corn-

mittee. roday the ccS membership voted to combine two ccS com-

mittees with illustrious histories, the Subject Headings Committee and

the Classification Committee. The new committee will be the Subject

Analysis and Organization of Library Materials Cornmittee.

This kind of coordination and cooperation I heartily endorse as

I do also cooperation at the Division level which seems to have gained

new momentum this year. Tentative plans for Atlantic City suggest four-
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division sponsorship of a. major program of general interest. someday
maybe-we can do away with general meetings. (r favor that too. r thini
general meetings are obsolete.)

. ThL" are examples. of co-sponsorship in our pre-conferences in At_
lantic city and one of interest 1o this group is a ire-conference on sub=
ject analysis of library marerials co-sfonsored by the cataloging and
classification section and rnformation science and Automa-tion Di-
vision. Alother, sponsored by one of our impottant joint committees
composed of representatives of the American Book publishers council
and the Resources and Technical services Division, will have as its topic
the acquisition of library materials.

r do not mean to infer that cooperarion of this kind is new to this
group. cooperation is in our traditibn. But I do sense a new awareness
of the relevance of what_we are doing to the operations of other organi-
zations and the need to know what o"th.rs are doing in areas of interest
allied to our own. rn some instances there is a fraik admission that. if
we don't let others know what we believe and what we want, we have a
good chance of having decisions in criticar areas made for us, decisions
we may not like but will have ro live with. To quote from our Goals
Award application, a-portion of a paragraph speaking of the need. for a
conference on networli communicaiio.rri "ir tne tftraiy community does

::,r^-:-:lr,leadership, 
American libraries may, by default, be in the po_

sruon o't I'avrng to accept decisions which are not in harmony with total
goals of library service for the nation, or iust as serious, deciiions which
represent_partial solutions, likely to proue incompatible with the total
system which must inevitably be deiigned for iornprehensive library
service."2

]oday we have official representatives with such committees and or-
ganizations as the National 

-Microfilm 
Association, two sectional com-

mittees of the united States of America standards rnstitute, the united
states Book Exchange, and the Technical services section of the ca-
nadian Library Association. our interest in matters of international
concern is demonstrated by the recent appointment of an ad, hoc com-
mittee to explore ways in which RTSD ian participate ro the fullest at
this level.

. 9o" last quality 
"{ 9y. current programs and. activities is perhaps Iess

obvious than these which have been ientioned and of less iignificance
at the moment, althougb it may not always be so. We muy nE tired of
hearing about the complexity of our world and the inte'elatedness of
our world; we may also be weary of having its frantic nature called to
our attention.

- No large organization is geared to quick action. Therein lies its
salvation as well as a source of iome of its difficulties. Today some of our
impo^rtant decisions are made und.er pressure of time. one of the most
significant decisions at Miami Beachi-determining the official position
ALA would assume in regard to the universal iumbering system as
proposed at that time-was deveroped by a committee tf,at'aI but
worked around the clock. whatever the outcome of this issue, the rec-
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ommendations of that committee were needed in Miami Beach, not
six months or even a month later.

None of us favors thoughtless and hasty acrion. The deliberation of

the Inter-divisional Committee on the Universal Numbering System was

neither thoughtless nor hasty. I only suggest that the timeliness of ac-

tions and programs may be more stratigically important in the future
than it has been in the past.

This is an area in- which the policy and research cornmittees and

RTSD's Planning Committee serve such an important function. As our

organization has grown in size and complexity, our executive-commit-

teJs and RTSD's Board of Directors have become preoccupied with

housekeeping duties, matters which require official action, policies

which have to be debated. consequently, they can devote less time to

initiating and developing the programs which ale their whole reason for

being. The Sections' policy and research committees and the RTSD

Planning Committee were created to do just this-initiate, deliberate,

clevelop and recommend. Part of determinin€i what should be done is

cletermining what should not be done. When I was chairman of the

Cataloging Po icy and Research Committee, we were accustomed then,

as now, to holding a two-day meeting at the Library of Congress. On one

such occasion we met for lunch with the administrative officers of the
Library. The Librarian of Congress, obviously not in the interests of

making idle conversation, turned to me and said, "And what important
matters has your committee been discussing this morning?" I was saved
from an immediate answer when he added, "Of course I didn't mean
to imply that you discussed unimportant matters." But we did, of course,
becauie it sometimes took considerable discussion to distinguish the
important from the unimportant. But this is an essential aspect of the
work of these committees. We have one or two studies in process now
whose time may be past and whose findings, when we get them, may
be irrelevant. It will be even more important in the future to avoid a

waste of time and money on learning the answers to questions which are
no longer of vital interest to the profession.

Just as uhat we aim to do changes in aspect over the years, so also
does the organization we use to do it with. Sometimes this means formal
organizational changes. Some of us can remember fourth and fifth ac-

tivity committees whose recommendations resulted in basic and con-
spicuous changes in our professional organization. But short of design-
ing a new model, we can learn to use the one we have more efficiently,
and this we have been doing. Ours is in better working condition than
it has ever been thanks to an office at ALA Headquarters that is a model
of efficient management. Each year for the past seven years you have
heard the retiring president express his gratitude to our Executive
Secretary and more recently-since she has had one-to her secretary.
The key to our progress has been Elizabeth Rodell's office. Such fine
managerial tools as up-dated manuals for conducting our business ema-
nate from her office, not to mention frequent reminders of some cogs
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question at this time, but one we are attempting to resolve. Meanwhile
the carbon copy chain and reports from the Executive Secretary's desk
help to fill the gap.

The need for experienced committee members and a membership
better informed about committee work has lead to two innovations
within the past year: the introduction of the intern concept for com-
rnittee appointments and an experiment with the observer program or
open-committee meeting idea. We in RTSD have had too little experi-

that the individual proposing the problem would be available to assisr
in its study. To our knowledge thiJ is the first invitation of this kind to
be publicized through Iibrary periodicals.

Clarence H. Faust, writing in the Saturclay Reuiew last March 3o,
said, "It is true that institutions change even more slowly than indi-
viduals. Spanning the generarions, their commitments and policies do
not so naturally and quickly expire. It can be convincingly argued, I feel
as I grow older, that the rapid succession of generations is a wise provision
for improving the human cbndition."B

The rapid succession of generations is a comforting reality. The suc-

organization which provides good growing conditions for each succeed-
rng generarron.

r. "RTSD: Program and objectiver."HffiT:r sources b Technical Seruices,rs: sr8-
zzo. Spring, 1968.

2. "Conference on Interlibrary Cooperation through Network Cornmunications." Jan-
uary 26, r968, p. z (unpublished).

g. Faust, Clarence H. "The Care and Feeding of Institutions." Saturd.ay Reui.ew,March
go, 1968, p.  16.
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Paul S. Dunkin
Rurrr FnrNcrr CRnNovsrY

Associate Professor and Dean of Students
Graduate LibrarY School

UniuersitY of Chicago
Chicago', Illinois

The Margaret Mann Ctta'

tion in Cataloging anrl Clas-

sification is awarded in tg68

lo Paul  S.  Dunkin in reeogni '

tion of his contributi'on to

the d.eueloptnent ol the Phi-
losophy and techniques of

organizing recorded human
knouled,ge. An innoaatiue
p rac t i t i one r ,  s t imu la t i ng
teacher, chronicler and critic,
authoT and' editor, indefatig-
able commit teeman and elder
stutesman tuith a refreshinglY
young perspectiue, Dr. Dun-
k.in has earned the resPect ol
lhe enlire Iibrary lrroIession
lor his modestly-uorn erudi'
ti.on, grace anrl ui't.

The Award Being Presented to Dr. Dunkin by
Marion L. Kesselring, Chairman of the Citation

Committee

DAUL DUNKIN's personal characteristics and professional accomplish-
f ments may be inferred from the above statement that accompanied
the Margaret Mann Citation when it was presented to him at th; ALA
Conference in Kansas City. He came into the l ibrary profession from
the field of classics. In fact, he attended the library school at the
University of Illinois during the period in which he was writing his
Ph.D. thesis in Classics at that university, resulting in his receiving the
B.S.L.S. in 1935 and the Ph.D. in Classics in rg37. His dissertation,
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Post-Aristophanic Comedy, was later published by the University of
Illinois. He had previously taken the A.B. at DePauw, having been
elected to Phi Beta Kappa. Through his years of study and teaching
assistantships in Classics at Illinois, Paul Dunkin became closely as-
sociated with Professor William A. Oldfather who proved to have a
decisive influence on his career. Although head of the Classics Depart-
ment there, Professor Oldfather maintained a keen interest in librarian-
ship; and it was at his urging that Paul Dunkin went to library school,
an act for which American librarianship is indeed indebted to Professor
Oldfather.

As has frequently proved to be the case with others, Paul Dunkin's
training in classics led to an interest in cataloging and, quite naturally,
to an interest in the cataloging of rare books. In ry97 he became a
cataloger at the Folger Shakespeare Library and served there until rg5g
as senior cataloger, then as chief of technical services. During succeeding
summers he returned to Illinois to teach in the library school there,
and in r95g he joined the faculty of the Rutgers Graduate School of
Library Service where he is professor.

It is noteworthy that, although he excelled in a field that often
inspires specialization, he never became a narrow specialist. In rg5r
his monograph How to Catalog a Rare Booh was published by ALA,
but thereafter he turned his talents to other kinds of cataloging as well.

For years he has been a prolific author with numerous articles in
library and bibliographical periodicals. He contributed a PaPer to
Touard a Better Cataloging Code, the Chicago Graduate Library School
Conference of 1956, and during the ensuing years wrote frequently on
the new cataloging code. When Lubetzky's unfinished draft of the rules
was published in 196o prior to the Institute on Catalog Code Revision
at McGill, it contained Paul Dunkin's running commentary. In October
rq6r he went to Paris as a participant in the International Conference
on Cataloguing Principles sponsored by I.F.L.A., having contributed
to the conference the working paper on the cataloging of serial publica-
tions.

Paul Dunkin has always been particularly attracted by editorial
pursuits and confesses to a youthful ambition to run a small-town
newspaper. The profession has profited greatly from this editorial in-
terest. He served as editor of D. C. Libraries from rg53 to 1955, and
assistant editor (cataloging and classification) of Library Resources and
Technical Serices from rg57 to 1967. In this capacity his annual ac-
counts of the year in cataloging made the hard work of past months
sometimes sound glamorous and other times slightly ridiculous, but
always interesting. In 1967 he succeeded the late Esther Piercy as
editor of this periodical.

The citation called him an "indefatigable committeeman." There is
ample justification for this not only in the offices he held in the District
of Columbia Library Association, but in his service on the ALA Council,
on the Steering Committee of the Catalog Code Revision Committee,
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on the Cataloging Policy and Research Committee, as chairman of the
Cataloging and Classification Section, and subsequently as president of
the Resources and Technical Services Division. Yet he could never be
called an organization man. His wry sense of humor always cuts through
red tape and demolishes any pompous tendencies of board and com-
mittee routines. In fact, almost every area of lib arianship has been
subjected to his kindly satire, most recently in his column "Viewpoint,"
appearing each month in the Library Journal during 1967. With all
his devoted efiort, critical perspective, and demanding scholarship, he
turns his humor as relentlessly upon himself as upon any library mat-
ter; and through the years he has stimulated a renewed interest for
the field of cataloging and has won everyone's afiection for himself.

Seldom has the Margaret Mann Citation been awarded to anyone
who has given more time and effort to the Cataloging and Classification
Section. That in itself is sufficient, but beyond it, as worthily mentioned
in the citation, is his "grace and wit," and his unusual charm, not to
speak of the high quality of scholarship which he has lent to the
dr'scipline of cataloging.
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RTSD Annual Reports, 1967 / 1968

President's Report

Devm C. \Mrsnn, President

The past year has seen the division continue to be a strong vital element
in the programs of the American Library Association. Its membership is now
over g,ooo and thus includes in its ranks nearly one-third of the entire ALA
membership. The major strength of the division continues to be the four sec-
tions with individual responsibility for acquisitions, cataloging and classifica-
tion, reproduction of library materials, and serials. There are, in addition,
thirty-four section committees, eleven substantive division committees, five
division housekeeping committees, five division commitrees jointly with another
division or organization, six discussion groups, seven representatives to other or-
ganizations, and thirty regional groups.

It has been a year marked by progress on many fronts. It has perhaps
been notable for the drafting with ISAD and RSD of the "proposal for a
Conference on Interlibrary Cooperation through Network Communication,"
the approval of the MARC II format as an ALA standard for the communica-
tion of bibliographic data in machine-readable form, and the increased con-
tribution to the program of the division made by the Planning Committee.
The division ofiers its members and others interested in its activities a journal
which continues to make a very special contribution to the profession; the
Report from the Office of the Executive Secretary continues to be of signifi-
cant value to those participating in its various committee activities. But all
the secdons and most cornmittees have been vigorously active, and the sum-
mary of achievements which follows is merely the superficial evidence of the
broad contributions made by the division to the bertermenr of libraries.

manent book papers.

. Th9 Book Catalogs Committee (Ritvars Bregzis, Chairman) is continuing
its analysis of the 1967-68 book catalog survey and has commenced work witi
the RSD Catalog Use Committee.

- The Bookbinding Committee (Stephen Ford, Chairman) has promoted
adoption of the Provisional Performance Standard for Binding ,rsid in li-
braries: rt has received consjderation by the United states of America stand-
ards Institute Z3g Subcommittee 16; the Library Binding fnsdtute has ac-
cepted the proposed durability and workmanship standards but not rhe
openability standards; at rhis point the Book Manufacrurers Instirute has
not approved the standards but has established a commirtee to give them
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further revierv. The Bookbinding Committee is considering the industry
specifications for rebinding which may follow upon and support the Perform-
ance Standards. The committee has discussed permanence of library materials
and has agreed that for the immediate future it will confine its interests to the
permanence of books and printed materials and not extend its interest to the
permanence of other forms of library materials. It is giving its major suPPort
to the work on permanence now being done at the Library of Congress. Its
rvork with the Library Binding Institute on a standardized routing slip for
library rebinding has been reactivated.

The Centralized Processing Committee (Mrs. Brigitte L. Kenney, Chair-

to the profession.
The Organization Committee (Wesley Simonton, Chairman) recom-

mended that RTSD Councilors be given voting Privileges on the Board of
Directors. The committee also endorsed the one-year Pattern for the Council

of Regional Group oflicers of vice-chairman and past chairman. These pro-

posals were adopted by the Board of Directors and approved by the member-

ship in Kansas City.
The ptopotal to create the "Esther J. Piercy Award" was approved by

ALA for the purpose of recognizing the contlibution to librarianship in the

field of the technical services by younger members of the profession. The

award shall take the form of a citation given by RTSD at the annual mem-

bership and business meeting.
The Planning Committee (Helen M. Welch, Chairman) has promoted

broader division activities through several of its programs. Notable among

tJrese was the statement RTSD Goals for Action which was adopted as divi-

sion policy by the Board of Directors with the provision that it receive bien-

nial review. This articulation of division goals was given wide publicity and

should act as a major stimulus in all of the division committees and sections

as well as the Regional Groups.
The committee proposed and received RTSD, LED, and ALA Executive

Board approval for a Traveling Fellowship for technical Plocesses faculty in

graduate library schools in the United States and Canada; a joint RTSD-

LED committee under the chairmanship of F. Bernice Field has been estab-

lished to promote and to administer the grant Program'
The planning committee, recognizing the very considerable interna-

tional library activities which relate to division responsibilities, recommended
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creation of an ad hoc committee of three members to recommend ways in
which these interests could be served. This commitree has been established
under Mrs. Marietta D. Shepard. An RTSD Legislation Subcommittee to re-
place its single representative to the ALA Legislation Committee was also
established.

Finally, the Planning Committee gave considerable thought to the im-
Portance of standardizing technical services statistics and forms for processing
and determined the implications for the ALA Glossary of Library Terms; one
result has been the consideration by the Library Technology Project of a
Program in standardized forms, and another result is creation of a subcom-
mittee of the ALA Editorial Commirtee to explore the possibility of revising
the 1943 Glossary.

The Public Documents Inrerdivisional Committee with RSD (Joseph
Rosenthal, Chairman) received RTSD approval for its resolution asking for
resumPtion of full distribution of federal report literature to the regional
depository centers.

The Resources Committee (Norman D. Stevens, Chairman) has continued
assessment of its definition of responsibility and has given considerable
thought to the needs for a national communications network to improve
accessibility of resources. The National Union Catalog Subcommittee (Gor-
don R. Williams, Chairman) continues to be of immense value to libraries of
the country through its program to publish the retrospective National (Jnion
Catalog. The Micropublishing Projects Subcommittee (Allen B. Veaner,
Chairman) has now developed irs program ro the point where the Library
Technology Program is underwriting some costs incurred in making technical
reviews of micropublications which will then be published in Choice; the
technical aspects will be given expert review and the substantive content will
be reviewed through a check list of eight bibliographic and eleven admin-
istrative points developed by this subcommittee.

The Technical Services Cost Ratio Committee (Helen M. Welch, Chair-
man) continued to refine its definition of the TSCOR cost ratio, and a revised
form for collecting the needed figures and calculating the TSCOR is being
tested.

The Technical Services Standards Committee (Marian Sanner, Chairman)
is embarking on its assignment with an examination of available standards,
a review of the draft "standards for School Media Programs," and a proposal
for technical services standards to the Association of State Libraries Standards
Revision Committee.

The Universal Numbering System Interdivisional Committee with ISAD
(C. Donald Cook, Chairman) has carried the major responsibility of review-
ing commercial proposals for extending the British numbering system to
American publishers. The committee is working with the Llbrary of Congress
in seeking a solution to this complex need, will continue to advise on and
monitor progress, and will urge the National Libraries Task Fbrce for Auto-
mation and Other Coooerative Services to seek funds and staft to establish
specific criteria for such a system and then take action to develop such a
scheme.

The Board of Directors handled a heavy load of business with its usual
dispatch; and the membership approved of a change so thar the division's
ALA Councilors are now voting members of rhe Board. The division's pro-
gram meeting at the Kansas City Conference concerned the National Serials
Data Program and commercially produced machine-readable serial data
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bases, The membership and business meeting included seven rePorts, bylaws
changes, and a paper by incoming President Margaret C. Brown on "llow
RTSD Achieves."

It remains abundantly clear that the division has exceedingly wide mem-
bership participation, and an officer can only stand in awe of the many efforts
and accomplishments of its committees and sections and Executive Secretary,
lVlrs. Elizabeth Rodell. The world of RTSD is developing as never before.

Acquisitions Section Report
Ferrx RnrcuN{ ltNN, Chai'rman

The section had a program meeting at the Kansas City Conference with

the title "Tools of Our Craft," held on June 26, 1968. The speakers were as

follows: Avis Zebker, "The Acquisitions Librarian lJses Bibliographical
Tools"; Richard Abel, "Use of American Bibliographical Tools in Selecting

Standing Orders for Libraries"; and Daniel Melcher, "Publication of Amer-

ican Bibliographical Tools." This meeting was cosponsored by the Library

Services Committee of ACRL.
The Acquisitions Section, in its turn, cosponsored the program meeting of

the Library Services Committee, chaired by Dr. Katherine M. Stokes' The title
of the meeting was "The Bibliographer in the Academic Library." This meet-
ing was held on June p4, 1968, and the speaker was Robert Haro. The
Reactor Panel members were as follows: Helen M. Welch, Acquisition Li-
brarian, University of Illinois, Urbana; Alan R. Taylor, Librarian for African
Studies, Indiana University, Bloomington; William H. Kurth, Associate
I-ibrarian, Washington University Libraries, St. Louis, Moderator,

The results of the election were as follows:

Vice-chairman and Chairman-elect: Mrs. Connie R. Dunlap, University of

Michigan Library.
Secretary (for the term r968-7r): Mrs. Ruth Grafi, Oberlin College Library.
foIember-at-Iarge (for the term r968-7r): Thomas M. Bogie, Dallas Public

Library.

Reprinting Committee

The revision of the pamphlet "Lending to Reprinters" has been com-
pleted. Copies were distributed at the RTSD booth in Kansas'City. The com-
mittee will meet with a number of distinguished reprint publishers to ascer-
tain their views with regard to production, prices, etc. The committee also
plans to invite, for the next midwinter conference, about a score of acquisi-
tions and reference librarians to discuss problems of the reprint trade. (See
Appendix)

Library Materials Price Index Committee

The committee will concentrate on (a) increasing substantive coverage by
price indexes, (b) playing a more active role in developing grant support and
sources of implementation. The committee continued to work closely with
persons representing libraries, publishers, and the federal government. A
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new price index, based on Books in Print, was presenred as a feasibility study
by Marilyn Satterlee, Acquisitions Section, University of lllinois. The com-
mittee asked Miss Satterlee to continue her work for future evaluation. The
microfilm index will be recommended for publication in ZR?S.

The Executive Boards of the Acquisitions Section and the Resources and
Technical Services Division approved that the Committee follow required
procedures to join in the work of USASI Z-gg as a subcommittee.

Book Dealer-Library Relations Committee

The committee agreed to have book dealer representatives ar the meetings.
However, they would not be omcial members, but only on an invitation basis.

The committee notes with deep regret that libraries are still the target
o{ dealers who do not keep scrupulously to their promises. The committee
has tried to warn all libraries which are in danger of being harmed.

New toint Committee, RTSD and LED, for Acquisitions Textbook Proposal

A joint committee with LED was appointed to write a proposal for the
development of a textbook.on library acquisitions work.

The Chairman of the new committee is Mrs. Eleanor Morrissey, Joint
flniversity Libraries, Nashville, Tennessee. The committee members are as
follows: A. Elizabeth Crosby, Cornell University Libraries; Helen Hagan,
Wilmington College, N. C.; Eileen Noonan, Rosary College, River Forest,
Illinois; Maurice Tauber, School of Library Service, Columbia University;
X,{orris Toll, Free Library of Philadelphia.

Rylaws Committee

The change in the bylaws recommended by the committee has been ap-
proved, and the new wording in Arricle VIII, Execurive Committee Section
r-Composition, is now as follows:

The Executive Committee consists of the officers of the Section, the im-
mediate past chairman of the Section, and five (5) members ar large. . . .

Joint Comrnittee to Reuise the List of International Subscription Agents

The text of the list of international subscription agencies is finished and
almost completely edited. The new edition will have zzo entries, 85 of which
are new ones. The older 1963 edition had 186 entries, but 5r have been
dropped. These agents will be listed in an appendix wirh reasons for their
deletion.

Geographical coverage has been broadened, especially for Africa and
Latin America, and 13 new countries have been added. The introductory ma-
terial has been prepared and the first draft of the index is being edited.

Mrs. Roma Gregory, the Chairman, is discussing with the ALA Editorial Com-
mittee some editorial problems.

Intersectional Committee on U. S. Congresses and Conferences without Fixed
Headquarters

The committee has finished its work and has been disbanded.

Ad Hoc Committee on Booh DisttosaL
Ad Hoc Committee on Disposal of Surplus Library Atlaterials

No important news reported.
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APPENDIX

LENDING TO REPRINTERS: a Policy Statement of the Reprinting Com-
mittee-

REPRINTING IS NOW A MAJOR PUBLISHING INDUSTRY. Li-
braries have reason to be grateful for the growth of the industry and the Pub-
lications which have resulted from the industry's efiorts. A large part of the
basic product for the reprinting of scholarly works depends upon the proper-
ties held by libraries. These are loaned to many in the reprinting industry.

The Reprinting Committee, by a sampling of policies of 7z major libraries
in the United States and Canada, has attempted to determine what might be
a desirable general policy for libraries to follow in lending to reprinters. The
libraries responding have lent as few as one title to titles in the thousands.
Nlost of the libraries have not yet felt the need to establish a formal lending
policy or put into effect detailed procedures. A few, who work most closely
with reprinters, do have established systems.

The lending arrangemenm of some libraries were found to be much ad-
vanced in policies and in lending records. Among these institutions are Co-
lumbia University Libraries and the Research Libraries of The New York
Public Library.

The Committee considered the many factors involved in lending for re-
printing and arrived at some observations for discusion. The Committee be-
lieves that lending of materials, when they will not be damaged in the pro-
cess of reprinting, or when they do not have a uniqueness which libraries wish
to preserve, should be within the spirit of sharing with other libraries through
reprinting programs. It believes, however, that the lending library must
first determine whether it wishes to issue such reprints under its own name. If
it decides to lend, it should consider the request of any legitimate reprint
publisher of good reputation, unless there are advantages in granting privi
leged contracts.

The Committee is mindful that libraries, with great ingenuity and at
vast cost in acquisition, preparation, housing, and protection of publications,
bave rights which are absolute. They should be free to refuse to lend if they
wish to do so. Should they wish to share their holdings with others, they have
reason to expect and insist upon conditions: that fees be paid for the privi-
lege of commercial exploitation; that the fees cover the cost of the lending ar-
rangements; that adequate protection be afforded the originals; that credit be
given to the lending institution within the statement of the reprint edition
and in the advertising of titles; that a suitable number of reprints be given to
the lender-or cash or credit if the reprints are ,not wanted; that the reprinter
reissue the publication as in its original printed form, unless special and
justified exceptions are desirable; and that the paper of the reprint be of good

quality.
In their borrowing for reprinting, some publishers have not been entirely

frank with libraries. There has been an indication that a book borrowed
through interlibrary loan may provide the basis for a reprint edition. In one

k.nown instance a reprinter sought the same book from three libraries at the

same time on interlibrary loan without indicating his intention to reprint.
'Ihis 

concealment of intention as to the reprint use of library materials should
nor be considered acceptable practice. Lending to such reprinters might be

a matter which libraries would wish to deliberate. Libraries should always be
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free to deal with those in whom they have confidence and with whom they
can reach the most satisfactory understanding.

. 
The philosophy behind lending materials for edition reprinting and

mlcrohlm publication, it seems reasonable rhar a similar fee should be charged

As a result of its considerarions, The l{eprinting Committee believes:

(r) Lending for commercial reprinting should be within the sole dererminarion
of the owning library.

(e) There should be payment of fees for the lending because of the costs to the
lend ing  ins r i tu t ion .

(3) Libraries should be free to ask for comDensation above the service fees when
unusual materials are lent.

(a) The original publication should be returned in condition no difierenr than
when it was lent, unless there are special arrangements for cutting the vol-
ume, rebinding it, or replacing it.

(5) The damage which a publication suffers should enrirle a library ro re-
imbursement for the amount of damage.

(6) The reprint publisher should supply an appropriare number of copies of
the reprint to the lending library, if the library so wishes, or should make a
cash or credit arrangement in place of copies.

(7) Time limits on loans should be observed.
(8) Libraries should be free to deal with reprinters which they consider most

satisfactory to their purposes.
(o) Reprinters who depart from the conditions which libraries ser should nor be

considered suitable partners in an arrangement.
(to) Reprints should bear a credit line menrioning the owning library, if the

lending library so wishes.
(tt) Reprints should be exact textual copies of the original and on good paper;

when there are textual departures, these should be understood by the lend-
ing library, and variances should be boldly srated in the reprint and in all
advert ising for the reprint.

(rz) A reprint edition of a publication should indicate clearly and accurarely,
preferably on the title page or its verso, the full bibliographic information
of the edition being reprinted, and such information should be used in
al l  advert ising and promotion.

(r3) Reprints which are advertised ro appear should in fact be published within
one year of the first announcement of publication, or public announcement
should be made indicating change of plans. Failure to do so would make
the publisher liable to censure.

(r4) It is understood that any person or organization borrowing a publication
on interlibrary loan will not use it for reprint purposes without the
specific permission in writing of the lending library.
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Cataloging and Classification Section Report
DonorHY Llroo, Chairman

The anxiously awaited A.L.A. Filing Rules, edited by Pauline A' Seely

and a subcommiitee of the A.L.A. Editorial Committee and approved by the

Section's Executive Committee, appeared in an abridged edition in June'
followed by the full edition in August. The Proceedings of the r966_Institute
on the use of the Library of cJngress classification will be published in

October.

vision, was the recommendation of an Ad Hoc Committee which met in San

Francisco, June 1967. The new Committee on Audio Visual Media in Li-

braries wili invest"igate and make recommendations for the organization of

non-book materials.
The present interdependence of classification and subject analysis of ma-

terials his led the Exeiutive Committee, with the Section's approval, to re-

structure the Classification and Subject Headings Committees into one

Committee on Subject Analysis and Organization of Library Materials with

the option of appbinting subcommitteei to deal with special problems in

eirher area. The-Far Easiern Materials Committee has been.discharged with

gratitude for its past accomplishments.
C. Donald Cibok graciously accepted appointment as Assistant Editor for

the Secrion when Paul S. Duniin beiame Editor of Library Resources b Tech-

nical Seruices.

National Program for Acquisition and Cataloging, and the use of- the Dewey

Decimal Classification abroid continue to be of concern to this Committee.
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thanks go to the Descriprive cataloging commitree, the speakers, discussion
leaders, and recorders for a very satisfactory program.

- continuing the recognition of outstanding members of our profession the
Margaret Mann citation in cataloging and classification was awarded our
"elder statesman with a refreshingly young perspective," paul S. Dunkin, for
his contribution to the development and techniques of organizing recorded
human knowledge.

For cooperation and conscientious attention to the Section's business and
projects the Chairman wishes to thank all the officers and committee menr.
bers, and our Executive Secretary, Elizabeth Rodell, additionally for her
patient guidance.

Reproduction of Library Materials Section Report

Wrr-rrelr S. BuorNcrot, Chairman

In its first year under a new name, the section saw several activities move ro

tlr9ugh the University Microfilm's reprinting service. A further revision, pos-
sible reprinting by ALA or orher organizarions, or referral to USASI and lso
are under discussion.

'fhe Directory of Library Photoduplication Seruices, 3rd edition, com-
pleted by Cosby Brinkley, is also depleted. A proposal was received from the
RSD Interlibrary Loan committee to incorporate selected sections in a new
questionnaire with data inclusion in the next revision. The compiler was
found_to be receptive to this idea, and some little exchange of correspondence
v'rith the RSD group occurred. Final agreement on the Illrelated questions
was approached, with questionnaire preparation and distribution slated for
Summer, 1968.

Usefulness of the Section's leaflet on photocopying was studied last year by a
committee-of-one, David Nevin. Approval was given to his recommendation
that it not be revised and reissued, due to rapidiry of change in this field, the
presence of Hawken's Copying Methods Manual, and inapplicabiliry to many
library situations.

The Commitree on Phorocopying Costs in Libraries, chaired by Robert Sul-
livan, completed the analysis of its 1966 survey results and has submitted an
article to ZR?S reviewing the findings. Allen Veaner, chairing the Simplified
Payments committee, submitted and received approval for questionnaires, Iater
sent to selected users and suppliers of photocopies. These tested the idea of a
credit card plan for billing and payment. Despite a high degree of inrerest
shown by 5olo response, no great enthusiasm for this solution was apparenr.

At its Midwinrer meeting, the Executive Commitree resrated its oppbsition
to a proposal from the PH5-z group of USASI tha[ rhe 3 X b inch microfiche
size be dropped from any proposed standard. Presence of large quantities of this
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size in libraries, and the need for associated equipment, made its retention
valid, although preference might indeed be encouraged for the 4 X 6 inch
format.

The new Telefacsimile Committee, under chairman David Heron, held
stimulating meetings at annual and Midwinter conferences, receiving firsthand
reports from a number of experimental projects. With rising concern for re-
source sharing and network communication, the Section devoted its Kansas
City progtam to the topic of facsimile transmission, with David Heron carrying
major responsibility for speaker commitment and demonstration set-ups by
various manufacturers.

Finally, the Section's long concern with the inadequacy in its interest area of
the old ALA Glossary was partially abated, upon appointment of a subcom-
mittee of the ALA Editorial Committee to initiate work on a revision.

Serials Section Report

\iVrrrrel,r H. Hurr, Chairman

Serials Policy and Research Committee

The Serials Policy and Research Committee under the Chairmanship of
Donald Hammer brought several matters to the attention of the SS Executive
Committee. Of particular note are the following which were discussed by this
Committee at San Francisco and formally presented at the Miami Midwinter
meeting. The earlier discussions anticipated some of the problems to be
subsequently raised by the National Serials Data Program and involved con-
sideration of: a study of the existing computer-oriented systems which fore-
cast the arrival of journals; a study to determine frequency patterns of jour-
nals; a study of internal forms used in automated systems giving holdings
information; a study of a universal numbering system for serials; a study to
determine the number of serial titles.

The dominating idea in the minds of a majority of people directly con-
nected with serial work is how will the National Serials Data Program affect
the handling of serials in terms of short and long range planning for com-
puter-oriented serial systems. Further general consideration is to be given
the above matters before any action is taken by the SS Executive Committee,
possibly after the Serials Data Program survey information has been shaken
down and assessed.

One other item of concern this year was the possibility of a study to con-
sider the feasibility of a "Union Catalog of Serials" automation package
which would include programs, documentatron, etc.

Joint Committee on the Union List of Serials

Kenneth Soderland, SS Representative, reports that New Serial Titles will
change frorn its present pattern of publication, as a result of the Consumer
Suraey of New Serial Titles, to the one followed by the National Union Cata-
/og (9 monthly, g quarterly, and an annual issue). Other recommendatiols in
the "Survey" are to be followed up by a subcommittee to be appointed.
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The LC Information Systems Office has begun the first phase of the Serials
Data Program with the funds available. The major parricipants are the three
national libraries with financial support from ihe Council on Library Re-
sources and the National Science Foundation. A user survey is being made
by Nelson Associates covering 4o institutions and the contacting of between
r2o-r5o people in these institutions. This review of what is happening in
serials work throughout the country will involve consideration of coordina-
tion of MARC format, application of a universal numbering scheme, and
examination of the application of a national serials data system itr various types
of libraries.

- It is planned that the "Survey" will provide a final format {or discussion
of the data elements involved, but not before September 3o, r968.

Joint Committee to Reuise the List of International Subscription Agents

The Chairman, Mrs. Roma Gregory, reports that her Committee has re-
vised the "List" which will be slightly larger rhan the earlier edition. It is
planned that a typed manuscripr will be ready in late summer or early fall to
be submitted for publication. The Committee recommends that revisions of
the list be continued but that an editor be found for this task and the Com-
mittee as such be abolished. A further recommendation is that the need for a
list of domesric subscription agenrs be studied.

Duplicates Exchange (Jnion C ommittee

The DEU Chairman, Mary Pound, reporrs rhat some 375 libraries now
participate in the Duplicates Exchange Union. A revised address-member-
ship list was prepared and distributed by the RTSD office in August. This
spring a most attractive brochure was made available and reflects the revital-
ization of this Committee under its present chairman. The brochure presents
the purposes of DEU and outlines clearly the procedures to be followed for
libraries wishing to participate. The Committee presently is working on the
recruitment of junior colleges to membership in the Union.

N ominating C ommittee and Appointments

The Nominating Committee, under the Chairmanship of Elizabeth F. Nor-
ton, prepared a full slate of nominees for the elective offices.

SS Vice-Chairman, Charles G. LaHood, Jr., reported appointments which
were made to fill committee vacancies; this was approved by the Executive
Cornmittee.

Bylaws Committee

No special action has been required thus far this year involving this Com-
mittee's services.

Library Resources b Technical Ser-uices

Elizabeth F. Norton became Assistant Editor for Serials. Serials material ap-
peared during the year with several items including an article on CODEN in the
summer issue of LRTS. Donald Tfammer is the author of this article.

S eri als. S e cti on P ublic ation

Following up on an earlier suggestion of the Policy and Research Com-
mittee, a "newsletter-type" publication called Serial Intercom lnas been estab-
lished.
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issue in late July or early August.

Di,scussion Groups

Both the Large Research Libraries and Medium-sized Libraries Discussion

Groups develop their memberships and organizations' In an effort to bring

people from smaller libraries into RTSD serial activities, Barbara A. Gates'

Chuit-".t of the Medium-sized Libraries Discussion Group, is requesting from

this body names of persons who are interested in committee assignments.

u. S. Congresses and Conferences without Fixed Head'quarters (Ad hoc) AS/SS

The Chairman, Mrs. Mary Kahler, announced that the Committee's report

would be published in ZRTS. The Committee was discharged with thanks from

both the Acquisitions and Serials Sections.

Comrnittee to StuiLy Feasibility of Deueloping a Directory of Serial Librarians

(Ad hoc)

Donald R. Briggs, chairman, presented the committee's Final Report at the

Kansas City SS Executive Meeting outlining the facts and the problems_ involved

in developing a directory of serial librarians. The report was accepted and the

Committee discharged. -ihe possible use of the ALA data processing system is

being investigated.

Kansas City Conference Program

A program co-sponsored by RTSD/RTSD Serials Section and the Informa-

tion Science and Automation Division centered around the National Serials Data

Program was presented. Originally the Serials Section had considered sponsor-
ing independently, or possibly in conjunction with ISAD, a Program on t}re ac-

tivities of the National Serials Data Program. Ilowever, this subject was sub-

sequently regarded as both interesting and significant enough to Present on a

Divisional level.
This puts into motion a feeling in the Serials Section that smaller Program

meetings might well be eliminated in favor of larger, joint efforts.

Liaison Personnel

Mrs. Elaine W. Woods (Library of Congress) was named the liaison mem-
ber from ISAD for the Serials Section. Samuel Lazerow (Library of Congress)
has accepted the appointment as the Serials Section liaison at LC. Both of the
liaison positions are new to the Serials Section roster this year.

There is a growing need for liaison work particularly relative to having our

Section tied in tightly with all committees in all Divisions involved with any
numbering schemes or coding devices concerning serials.

The Chairman acknowledges with thanks the cooperation, supPort and ad-
vice received from the officers, chairmen, committee members, and the Execu-
tive Secretary during the year. Their efiorts were resPonsible for the substantive
accomplishments cited above and the developing of new Programs without
which the Section could not have moved forward.
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RTSD'S WORK PROJECTS MEETING

The RTSD Planning Committee's "Call for Ideas," released last spring,
found a responsive and responsible membership. The committee's attempt to
draw on the ideas and energies of the division membership was an experiment
which, according to the call, was "an oprimisric efforr to enlarge parricipation
in RTSD's goals, to give an opportunity for participation ro all who wish to
work in the division's program, to involve in projects those most interested in
them, to coordinate activities and avoid wasteful reperition, and to gain the
advantages of discussion."

The call appeared in the professional press, asking interested members and
nonmembers to submit a written description of ideas for studies or projects
within the technical services area for consideration at a meeting during the
Kansas City Conference. The response, encouraged by a news story in the I.i-
brary Journal (June r, 1968, p. 2192) was grarifying.

Twenty-one proposals were received from eighteen persons. Roughly
grouped for discussion, they were as follows:

ACQUISITIONS

r. Exchange of information on op acquisitions. Eldred Smith
z. Prompt and efficient op want lists service. Elmer S. Newman
3. On-approval, foreign-language purchasing for undergraduate libraries.

Jerome K. Miller

CATALOGING

4. Cooperative cataloging of materials not cataloged by LC. Hudson R.
Standing

5. Guidelines for the commercial cataloging of children's books. Florence
E. DeHart

6. Guide to catalog entries and headings made prior to the Anglo-American
cataloging rules. C. Sumner Spalding

SUBJECT HEADINGS

7. Up-to-date cross references through automation. Leslie R. Morris
8. Subject headings in relation to the mixed use of Wilson and LC catalog

cards. Martha M. Guenther
g. Information about LC subject heading changes. Hudson R. Standing

ro. A number-based ahernative to the alphabetical subject approach. J. Mc-
Ree Elrod and William \Matson

CLASSIFICATION

r r. Manual for reclassifying from Dewey to LC. Jessie M. Dickerson
rz. Replacement for the Curter Table. Leslie R. Morris

TECHNICAL SERVICES

r3. Suggested technical service procedures from selection to withdrawal.
Kenneth O. Stevenson

r4. Development of procedures and norms for performance, productivity,
and prediction studies by libraries. Ellen Wasby

r5. Workbook-type textbooks in the technical services. Kenneth O. Steven-
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16. C€ntral control of funding for technical service projects. William Wat-

son and J. McRee Elrod

UNCLASSIFIED

r7. Issuing-office and title indexes to the Superintendent of Documents

classification system. Catharine J. Reynolds
r8. Non-removable rods for catalog drawers. Arline Willar
r9. Storage units for non-book media. Alma Tillin
2o. Personnel factors in changeover to centralized processing. Sarah K. Vann

zr. Development of broad subject concepts related to large-class library

classification. G. M. Coble

The sectional policy and research committees and the divisional Planning

Committee are stiong committees. They are the think-and'recommendation

arms of their units and have no authority to act. During their five-year terms'

the five members of each committee move through a sequence of responsibili-

des-new member, secretary, vice-chairman, chairman, and past chairman-so

that each member has a maximum oppoltunity to make an informed contribu-

tion to the content and shape of hii-unit's activities. Unfortunately, meeting

time at the two annual ALA conferences is so full that these committees do not

have an opportunity to develop their full pot€ntial, and between-conference

meerings 
"i 

u a"y oi two are bidly needed to provide creative and provocative

enough time, it was decided to dePart from the ordel of the list of proposals

and io discuss those whose authors were present. Subsequently, the Planning

Committee and the sectional policy and 1esearch committees, meeting together,

acted to refer the remaining proposals to appropriate action units.
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The Planning Committee (composed of Margaret C. Brown, Edwin B.
Colburn, Dorothy J. Comins, David C. Weber, and Helen Welch Tutrle, Chair-
man, and strongly supported, as usual, by Elizabeth Rodell) felt that the gen-
eral reaction to the experiment had been good. The meeting was a success in
terms of (r) attracting an audience of approximately two hundred instead of
the anticipared fifry or so; (z) producing good proposals and pointing ro pro-
fessional needs; (3) finding new names to add ro rhe lisr of old faithfuls avail-

What were the lessons of the experiment? Most important, such a meeting is
feasible and productive. It is quite possible rhat the committee will again seek
to tap the concern and intelligence of the membership. In a second attempt,
the meeting should be held early in rhe conference week so that the Planning
Committee and the policy and research committees could consider the pro-
posals during meetings later in the week. Before the conference, copies of the
proposals should be sent not only to policy and research committee chairmen,
but also to their committee members, so rhat all would be fully prepared. Li
brary of Congress representation (preferably from the Processing Department)
should be officially involved in the meeting and should receive copies of the
proposals before the conference. Members of the audience should be handed
not just a list of proposals and their authors, but also a short resume of each
proposal. Meeting time could be saved by discussing related proposals as a
grouP.

Perhaps the most obvious and immediate benefit of the meering was the
dialogue which some of the proposals sparked berween LC stafi and the mem-
bership. The Planning Committee cannot too strongly express its gratitude to
l\,'illiam J. Welsh, Director of the LC Processing Department, and C. Sumner
Spalding, Assistant Director for Cataloging, who not only answered quesrions,
made comments, and listened, but who seemed to hear the messages. The
Committee's thanks go also to those who proposed, those who attended, and
especially to those who did both.-Helen Welch Tuttle, Chairrnan, RTSD
Planning Committee
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DECIMAL CLASSIFICATION EDITORIAL
POLICY COMMITTEE

ANNUAL REPORT, 1967/68
In ry66/67, the Decimal Classification Editorial Policy Committee held its

customary two meetings, both at the Library of Congress in Washington. The
October meedng was the stipulated annual meeting at which Mary Louise Mann
of the Indianapolis public school system began her six-year term as a nominee
of the ALA Resources and Technical Services Division, Cataloging and Classifi-

Foundation and to the American Library Association.
The Committee has continued its review of editorial criteria for schedules and

index of Edition r8 and drafts of schedules, as these were proposed by the Editor
throughout the year. Editorial criteria had been largely established by the
beginning of this fiscal period, but some refinements and minor changes were
approved during ry67/68. During the year, draft schedules for the following
classes were approved by the Committee and recommended to Forest Press for
adoption: Generalities (ooo), Statistical Method and Statistics (3ro), Political
Science (3eo), Public Adminisuation (35o), Welfare and Association (36o),
Language (4oo), Literature and Rhetoric (8oo), the Pure Sciences (5oo), Tech-
nology (6oo-6o9), and History (9oo). A feature of the 5oo class is a new phoenix
schedule for mathematics (5ro) that the Committee has recommended be pub-
lished in full in DCb fot further critical review by the profession before it is
finally adopted.

Additionally, the Committee initiated action to have the statement of its
responsibilities revised. As a joint committee of the Lake Placid Club Education
Foundation and ALA, the Committee's functions originally called for DCEPC
to have control of editorial policy for the Decimal Classification, a delegation of
authority that the Committee and the Directors of Forest Press both agree was
unrealistic and unwise. Under the terms of the contract for Edition r8 negotiated
between Forest Press and the Library of Congress, this function was efiectively
changed; for, since the date of that contract, Committee recommendations are
transmitted to Forest Press for approval and implementation and are not sent
directly to the Editorial Ofrce. At its October meeting, the Committee agreed
that the present modus operandi was in complete harmony with its own con-
ception of its proper role and recommended to Forest Press, acting for the Lake
Placid Club Education Foundation, and to the American Library Association
that DCEPC be constituted as an advisory body to Forest Press. This recom-
mendation has now been approved by both parent bodies, and the regulations
for the conduct of Committee business are being revised to reflect this change.

December r967 saw publication of the revised index to Edition r7, prepared
in accordance with recommendations originally made to Forest Press by the
Committee in March, 1966. The revised index had been modelled after the
index to Edition 16. At this time, only a few reviews of the revised index have
been published, but most critics seem to view the revision as a significant
improvement over the original index to Edition r7. Index criteria approved
by the Committee for Edition 18 hopefully will assure an index to that edition
which will continue the tradition of a relative index along the lines of Edition
rG and Edition r7 Revised, at the same time incorporating improvements and
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refinements calculated both to increase specificity and to improve relativity.
Members of the Committee at the end of the year are Edwin B. Colburn,

Virginia Drewry, Carlyle J. Frarey, Francis E. Hinton, John A. Humphry, Nlary
Louise Mann, Pauline A. Seely, Marietta Daniels Shepard, and William J. Welsh.
Mr. Deo B. Colburn continues to serve as the appointed secretary.-Carlyle J.
Frarey, Chairman.

REVISED FILING CODE FOR LIBRARIES
Publication of the comprehensive second edition of A.L.A. Rules for Filing

Catalog Cards (Chicago, ALA, ry68, 274p., 96.75) in late August climaxes a
five-year project significant to all libraries. Coupled with the abridged version
(Chicago, ALA, 1968, ro4p., gz.oo, paper) published in mid-June, the new
rules will serve libraries of all types and sizes.

Prepared by a special subcommittee of ALA's Editorial Committee, these
new, official rules are the first revision since publication of the rg4p filing rules.
Under the chairmanship of Pauline A. Seely, who also acted as editor, hundreds
of libraries were queried and cooperated during the subcommittee's study of
the needs and development of rules to meet them.

Responding to the expressed desire of librarians for simplification, the new
rules provide a consistent code based on the principle of a single-alphabet ar-
rangement. The new Rules are designed to meet culTent library needs in
solving the filing problems occasioned by developments and changes of the past
twenty-five years.

This comprehensive version constitutes a very full and detailed code. It
covers much specialized and foreign material and includes philosophical and
descriptive notes pertaining to filing principles and their correlation with
cataloging rules. Coordination with the new Anglo-American Cataloging Rules
(ALA r967) is emphasized throughout with suggestions for incorporating new-
form with old-form headings. Numerous, up-to-date examples illustrate applica-
tion of every rule. Designed basically for manual filing in dictionary catalogs of
any size, the rules are universally applicable and also generally suitable for
divided catalogs, book catalogs, and indexes.

The rules are arranged in a logical order in two parts: I. Alphabetical Ar-
rangement; II. Order of Entries. Under each part related rules are grouped
under appropriate headings. An extensive glossary list of initial articles to be
disregarded, and a detailed index provide added helps.

Pauline A. Seely, Chairman of the Committee to revise the rules, served as
editor of both the comprehensive and abridged versions of the rules. Director
of Technical Services, Denver Public Library, she is also co-author, with Rich-
ard B. Sealock, of the first and second editions of Bibliography of Place-Name
Literature (A.L.A. 1948 and 1967).

INTERPRETATION OF THE LC CLASSIFICATION
In October the American Library Association will publish one of its most

unusual and useful books, The Use of the Library of Congress Classifi.cation,
unusual because it is the result of an institute designed specifically to produce
this book and useful because it presents practical instruction based on sound
theory.

In response to the widespread need for guidance in the use of the Library
of Congress Classification, A.L.A.'s Classification Committee sponsored a three-
clay institute during 1966 in New York. Formal presentations and discussions
by Library of Congress staff and practicing catalogers were intended to cover
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the nature and use of the LC Classification. The entire institute was tran-
scribed by a cornmercial reporting service. Each speaker approved the tran-
script of his own presentation. The papers were then edited to transform an
audiovisual presentation into a book.

Presentations cover the nature and use of the LC Classification; identify
areas in which special problems are likely ro occur; explain frequently misun-
derstood operations; present guidelines for reclassification to the LC system; and
summarize the significant factors, such as costs and personnel, involved in
adopting and using the LC Classification.

Actual book titles are used to demonstrate the techniques and problems in
applying the LC Classification system. Numerous excerpts from the schedules
and the tables are complemented by samples of completed catalog cards to pro-
vide concrete illustration.

Among the other topics treated in detail are: a review of the use of the LC
Classification; its development, characteristics, and structure; special problems
in the fields of literature, science and technology, and social and political sci-
ences; assignment of author numbers; shelflisting operations; cost estimates and
timetables for changing to the LC Classification; and the general advantages
and disadvantages in its use. A bibliography and list of libraries using the LC
Classification are appended.

Though it is designed to ofier manual-type guidance in use of the LC Classi
fication, the present volume is not intended to be the definitive manual. As the
only guide of its kind, it will however fill the real needs for a helpful instruc-
tional aid and an in-service training tool. The Library of Congress plans to give
answers to future questions of general interest in its Cataloging Service Bulle-
tin. Library of Congress Classification-Additions and Changes will carry spe-
cific shelflist anangements which cannot be derived from classification sched-
ules or the LC system of author numbers.

Richard H. Schimmelpfeng, principal editor, is Assistant Librarian, Uni
versity of Connecticut. Co-editor C. Donald Cook, who also served as Co-
chairman of the Institute, is Coordinator of Cataloging, Columbia University
Libraries.

MARC II FORMAT lSSt/ED BY LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
The Library of Congress has published a description of the format being used

in its MARC II project for the distribution of machine-readable bibliographic
information. The r67-page paperback volume, The MARC II Format, A Corn'
munications Format for Bi,bliographic Data, is available for $r.5o a copy from
the Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Government Printing Office, Washing-
ton, D. C. zo4oz.

The publication describes the structure, content, and coding of a MARC
record. The magnetic tapes being developed will be made available in the fall
of 1968 by subscription through the Library's Card Division. Initially, the taPes
will contain cataloging data only for current English-language monographs
being cataloged at the Library.

CORRECTION
A printer's gremlin, coupled with the tired eyes of the Managing Editor,

allowed the substitution of the word "countries" for the proper word "compa-
nies" in line 3 of Allen B. Veaner's "Developments in Reproduction of Library
Materials & Graphic Communication, 1967," LRTS, r2:po3 (Spring, t968). We
apologize to the author for this etror and urge all readers td substitute the
correct word in their copies of that issue.
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DATA ON BOOK CATALOGS SOUGHT

Professor Maurice F. Tauber, School of Library Service, Columbia Uni-
versity, is making a study of book catalogs, for the Book Catalogs Committee of
the American Library Association.

Dr. Tauber is interested in receiving any information about newly established
book catalogs: their format, their cost, their relationships to publishing agencies,
and their particular publication procedures (computer, photographic, or other
methods). He is particularly interisted in book catalogs that have been started
since January, r966.

If you have such information available, please send ic to Dr. Tauber or
correspond with him at the School of Library Service, Columbia University, New
York, New York rooe7.

INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION FOR DOCUMENTATION
NEW FID PUBLICATIONS

INrrnNettoNar CoNrunnNce oN EoucerroN FoR SclrNrrrrc INron'nterroN \A/onr.
Proceedings of the Conference, London, April g-7, ry67.
1967, xi 1- zfo pages (FID 4za)-$8.4o
The Conference was attended by 54 experts from r4 countries and z inter-
national organizations.

Areas discussed were;
- Future needs of education in information science
- Educational background for entry to coufies and ultimate aim of the

courses
- Syllabus and structure of courses
- Collaboration
- The provision of teachers and research workers
The Proceedings contain the full texts of the 39 papers presented at the
Conference, detailed reports of their discussions, and the final summing-up.

Lrnn.e.rv eNo DocunrnNTATroN JounNers. 3rd edition.
1968, 88 pages (FID 433)-$b.6o
The directory lists 5r7 periodicals and serials issued in E7 countries.

A special section gives details of 47 abstracting and indexing services in
library science and documentation.

The subject index covers types of libraries, techniques and application fields.

These publications are available from:

International Federation for Documentation (FID)

7 Hofweg
The Hague, Netherlands
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REVIEWS
Dougherty, Richard M. and Stephens,

James G. Inuestigation Concerning
the Modification of the Uniuersity of
Illinois Computerized Serials Booh.
Catalog to Achieae an Operatiue Sys-
tem at the Uniuersitt of Colorado
Libraries. Boulder, iol . , '  Uniuersity
of Colorado Libraries, April 1968.
59 P.

If this report proves of no other
value than to alert library adminis-
trators to the fact that there is no
quick and inexpensive way ro the
promised panacea of library automa-
tion, it will have more than served its
purpose. The frustrations and dis-
appointments encountered by the
Colorado stafi in the course of their
experiment were typical o{ those en-
countered by anyone involved in data
processing. The difficulties sometimes
border on the comic opera level, but
they can be grim for those who are
attempdng to unlock the tremendous
potential of l ibrary auromarion.

The overall objective of the Colo-
rado experiment was to identify the
problems encountered when a library
attemPts to use comPuter Programs
and a data bank developed elsewhere.
In this particular cure, dle "elsewhere"
was the University of Illinois Libraries.

The specific objectives, briefly stated,
were to record the problems encoun-
tered, the modifications required by
the difierent computer configurations,
the local input modifications necessary,
and the experiences of others who have
attempted the same experiment.

The principal objective as far as
the University of Colorado Libraries
were concerned was the production of
a serials book catalog that would "pro-
vide library users with a means of
locating serials information from all
public service points." Apparently, all
of the objectives were attained, but
the principal one quoted above came
off a bit untidy.

Volurne 12, Nutnber 4, FaIl t9d8

The difficulties encountered in the

attempt to use the Illinois data were
so great because of policy differences
in the two libraries that the effort was

eventually abandoned. In addition, the
attemPts to use the I l l inois comPuter
programs revealed some of them as in-
complete and others inoperable. As is

often the case with "canned" Programs,
the documentation is one thing and
the programming is something else.
This is a common exPerience in the
field and certainly not unique in this
instance. Eventually, by patching the
programs colorado aPParently man-

aged to complete their book catalog,
but the system lacks, among other

things, an update caPabilitY.
This reviewer was happy to discover

that included in the experiment was "a

study of user informational gathering

habits to identify more clearly serial

well done, could very well be more im-

portant to the Profession than the
ieport on the serial catalog sy91em-1

tr;ls and tribulations' Hopefully' if

signifrcant, that rePort will be made

available soon.
The absence of that data in the Pres-

ent report, however, leads the reader

to question the validity of the user

studv, since it is obvious that many of

the dlecisions made during the develop-

ment of the serials catalog were made

arbiuarily or were made for reasons

not relaied to the Patron's needs'

Scattered throughout the report are

unanswered questions regarding the

uset's consultation of the library's

serial records. "How does a user con-

sult a library's serial record; what types

of search strategies does he employ;

what reliance does he Place on a li

brary's records?" Since questions Iike

the example above are raised all
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through the report, but not answered,
the reader is left to wonder what the
user study was all about.

The report is much too wordy and
repetitious, and therefore much too
long. Instead of a separate report, a
very good journal article could have
been written about the project that
would have better served the purpose.
In addition, there is some questionable
use of terminology and some very de-
batable statements made. An example
of the latter follows: "Ir is these pro-
grams (interdisciplinary research) that
have eroded the efiectiveness of de-
partmental collections and catalogs de-
veloped along traditional disciplinary
lines." Departmental collections were
never intended to take care of inter-
disciplinary research. The problem has
not been one of erosion, but of an in-
ability, financial and otherwise, ro
cover satisfactorily all peripheral sub-
ject areas. fn the case of the catalogs,
interdisciplinary research has enriched
them, not eroded them. However. their
problems go much deeper than that.

Finally, a potpourri of comments
on other points: After reading the
report, one would like to see an ex-
ample of the final catalog, but un-
fortunately no sample pages were in-
cluded. An interesting experiment in
patron use of the library's serials
check-in records is briefly described in
the report, and the results indicated
very little public use of these files.
Colorado's results confirm those ob-
tained from a similar experiment at
Purdue where it was suspected and
later proven that the libraries' stafi re-
ferred to the files, but few others did.
An examination of the labor costs
given in the report shows editing of
the data at four different times during
the input preparation. This seems ex-
cessive unless there were reasons for
that much revision that are not ap-

Parent in the rePort.
In summary, the report is an honest

and frank statement that does not gloss

over or ignore the difficulties and fail-

ures of the attemPted experiment. If

the automation field Produced more

candid statements such as this one'
there would probably be less efferves
cence and pretense and more serious

work in the field. Every administrator
who has an automation gleam in his
starry-eyes should read this rePort.-

Donald P. Hammer, Libraries Systems

Deuelopment, Purdue Uniuersity Li-

braries, Laf ayette, Indiana

Schieber, William D. and Shoffner'
Ralph M. Telefacsimile im Libraries:
A Report of an ExPeriment in Fac-
simile Transmission and an Analysis
of Implications for Interlibrary Loan
Systems. Berkeley, University of Cali
fornia Institute of Library Research,
February 1968. t37 p.

The Neu York State LibrarY's Pilot

Progratn in the Facsimile Transmis-
sion ol Library Materials: A Sum-
mary Report New York, Nelson As-

sociates, Inc., June 1968' 85 P.

The general conclusion to be drawn
from these two rePorts is that the time
is not yet ripe for economical fac-

simile transmission of library materials.
For a single one-way link from the
Berkeley to the Davis camPus of the

University of California, the report
authors project the cost of a service
more emciently organized than their
experiment at one dollar per Page'
with an average delay time of six
hours. Only eight percent of the users
(9 out of rre) indicated they would be
willing to pay more than 20 cents Per
page for the service. In the more ex'

tensive New York State network ex-

periment, costs averaged more than

$56 per request filled for requests

which did not exceed rz pages of fac-

simile copy. Assuming an average Page
size near the maximum, these costs are

still in excess of $5 Per Page.
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Although a significant minority of
patrons in both experiments indicated
a need for the rapid service that, in
principle, should be obtained from a
facsimile service, a majority in both
experiments indicated that the addi
tional speed was not essential. This is
not a surprising finding when one con-
siders that most of the patrons were
accustomed to slower convendonal
means of servicing their requests.
Whether a faster more reliable service
available on a continuing basis would
attract patrons not now using inter-
library loan services is another ques-
tion.

In both experiments, although more
obviously so in rhe New York study,
mechanical difficulties and unsatis-
factory copy quality were problems.
Both concluded that effort would be
better placed, at present, on the im-
provement of existing manual systems,
such as Xerox and mail services for
short articles and conventional inter-
library loan for material of longer
length.-Edwin B. Parker, Institute
for Communication Research, Stanford
Uniuersity, Calif ornia

Smith, Josephine Metcalfe. A Chronol-
ogy of Librarianship. Metuchen,
N.J., The Scarecrow Press, Inc.,
1968. e6g p. $Z.oo.

Unlike John L. Thornton's Chronol-
ogy of Librarianship (r94r) this book
"emphasizes librarianship in the
United States." The book also claims
that "it is more concerned with service
than with persons or historic collec-
tions" (p. v). The nature of the work
may be seen from two entries chosen
by chance:

"rz5o. The earliest known example
of cooperative cataloging is ascribed
to the Registrum Liborum Angliae
begun this year (Thornton p. r5o).
Gordon R. Williams. director of the
Center for Research Libraries (MILC),
speaking at the SLA conference in
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1964, says that this quotation 
'man

cooPerateth with man unto rePen-

tence,' from Bishop Ussher of Armagh
in 1625, is the fitst English use of the
term cooperate; however, one inter-

prets that, cooPerative ventures in the
twendeth century are felt to be the 're-

demption' of library service."
"r4oo. Sometime within this century

a monk reached into his headband,
extracted a leather thong and marked
his place in the manuscriPt he was
using; Thompson rePorts this as the
first bookmark, cf. Thompson, P. 623.
This is much mote believable and
acceptable than the story we keeP
hearing about finding a strip of bacon
in a returned book!"

Apparently the entrY for r4oo is

based on a passage in James Westfall
Thompson's The Medieaal Library
(ISAS)-p. 623: "The f irst bookmarks
were leathern thongs brought down
from the headbands for markers. An
early example is a fifteenth-century
manuscript formerly in the Dunn
Library . . ."

Gossipy and rambling, casual about
references, seldom citing a primary
source, this is a book to be opened (if
at all) and read at random. You maY
sometimes not find the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth, but
you may be entertained. At the close
are a bibliogaphy, a subject index,
and a name index,-P.S.D.

Subject Index to New Serial Titles.
Ann Arbor, Mich., The Pierian
Press .434 p .$eg.bo .

C. Edward Wall, Publisher and
editor of this work describes it as a
"unique subject approach" to New
Serial Titles r95o-r96o, and New
Serial Ti,tles 196r-1965. It is that- Li
brarians are accustomed to having com'
plete bibliographical citations Pro-
vided in New Serial Titles-Classified
Subiect Anangement It is therefore a
surpri5e to find the subject approach
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consists of six column pages listing the
Dewey classification numbers, followed
try six digits which locate the citations
listed in the two cumulations of NSZ.

The Subject Index is in four parrs:
(r) a classified table of contents, (e) a
single subject index. (g) a compararive
subject index, and (4) an index to the
subject headings under which the en-
tries are located.

The "Classified Table of Conrents"
is in three parts: (r) First Summary
Classes, (e) Second Summary Division,
and (3) a Complete List of Subject
Headings. The first two parrs are di-
rectly adopted from tl;re Dewey Deci-
mal Classification and Relatiae Index,
r6th ed. The third part lists the de-
scriptive subject headings used in the
"Single Subject Index."

The "Single Subject Index" which
makes up the main body of this work
is described below.

The "Comparative Subject Index"
refers to those items which were
assigned two Dewey Classification
numbers. This section has two parallel
lists of sequential Dewey numbers fol-
lowed by six digits which locate the
citat ions.

The index to the subject headings
under which the entries are grouped
is called the 'lForm Index." It "acts as
an index to the descriptive subject
headings and Dewey Decimal Classifi-
cation numbers, and it is designed to
be used with the Table of Contents
to facilitate the location of Dewey
numbers. . . . The Form Index includes
an alphabetical list of key words . .
which appear in the descriptive sub-
ject headings," e.g.:

BINDING
B o o k  b i n d i n g  . . . . . . o 9 5

BIOECOLOGY
Bioecology . .b74.b

BIOGEOGRAPHY
Natural history and

b iogeography  . . . .874.9

This index is complicated to use but
it does provide a subject key for NST.

It does not provide instant informa-
tion as required for bibliographical
identification at the reference desk, but
it would be helpful in acquisitions for
developing subject collections. Large
research libraries might be interested
in it for the latter purpose.

Examples of the Single Subject In-
dex are:

ooo General works
ooo r-r554-2
ooo 2-2rOO-r

To locate the bibliographical data for
the first citation, one consults the first
set ( i .e.,  NSZ 195o1960), turns to p.
1554, column z and checks for the
classification number ooo. The second
citat ion is in set two ( i .e.,  NST 196r-
1965) p. 2roo, column r under the
classification number ootr.

Examples of the Comparative Sub-
ject listings are:

r -or7r- r
2-269r-3

970
970.r

Descriptive subject headings are not
used for the Dewey numbers in the
"Comparative Subject Index."

Wall notes that the Pierian Press
will consider compiling additional
Subiect Indexes as further cumulations
of Neu Serial Titles appear.-Eliza-
beth F. Norton, Assistant Editor, Ser-
ials Section, RTSD

Verry, H. R. Microcopying Methods.
Revised by Gordon H. Wright. Lon-
don and New York, The Focal Press,
r967. r89 pages. $r5.oo.

The first edition of this book, re-
viewed in the January 1965 issue of
College and Research Libraries, was
marred by a large number of technical
errors and bibliographic faults. It
might be hoped that the revised edi
tion would see the correction of many
mistakes; the reader who buys with this
expectation will be disappointed.
While some of the earlier edition's

57r
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errors have been corrected, the new
edition has unfortunately substituted
different errors.

The first hint of trouble is revealed
in the distressingly large number of
trivial spelling errors, particularly in
proper names. We have Vannevor
Bush for Vannevar Bush, Gavaert for
Gevaert, Dacon for Dacom, Avoc for
Avco, and one citation to C. S. Mc-
Camy followed a few Iines later in the
bibliography by a citation to C. S.
McCumy; in both cases Mccamy is the
correct reading. The index refers to the
Council of Library Resources, and in
a list of micropublishers, the Erasmus
Press is situated at Lexington. Lexing-
ton, Kentucky? Lexington, Mass.? The
reader is not told.

One might argue that quarreling
with such proofreading errors is merely
being pedantic, but regrettably these
are but symptoms of other errors which
are much less tolerable. On page 50,
Readex Microprint Cards are said to
be 6 X q mm in size. In describing a
film transport device to protect film
from scratching, the author states on
page 78 that "the condensor lenses
automatically separate when the film
is moved." The purpose of the con-
densor is to gather and concentrate
light for effective film projection; it
has nothing whatever to do with the
film transport mechanism in any
reader. Undoubtedly, what the author
meant to convey was that a pair of
optical glass flats would separate auto-
matically when the film advance crank
is turned, as is done on the Kodak
Model MPC reader. On pages r2r-r22,
a misleading definition and interpre-
tation of resolution is offered: "Resolu-
tion whether of an emulsion or of a
lens is expressed in line per mm, and
is the most closely spaced lines which
will remain just separated after re-
duction." Actually, resolution is meas-
ured by multiplying the number of
lines separable on the film image
(viewed through a microscope) by the
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reduction factor at which the film

image was exPosed. Thus, if on a

resolution chart filmed at a reduction

per mm. A series of exPosure and pro-

iessing faults and their causes are

listed on page 125; "exhausted solu-

tion" is listed as a cause, and "poor

oualitv microfilm" is cited as the cor-

r-esponding effect. This typifies the un-

informative and imprecise information

which abounds throughout this vol-

IBM's Walnut, are mentioned in some

detail, but the author does not indi-

cate that these devices were one of a

kind and never put into production'

Similarly, FLIP is a discontinued item;

RCA's Bizmac, an erstwhile competitor

to the Xerox CoPYflo enlarger, was

built in only one model and never

went into Production. Microlex, an

opaque microform, the author de-

r..ibir ut if it were still available, al-

though these cards have not been pro-

duced for some time.

subject. An index entry under spools

lead the reader to a text reference

citing a Spanish standard on sPools'

It is-difficult to explain why there is

no index entry for USASI Standard

PH5.6-r96r, "Dimensions for roo-Foot

Reels for Processed r6mm and 35mm
Microfilm."

We are informed on Page 72 that

the "larger Copyflo" runs at zo feet
per minute, without being told the
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presumed running rate of the "smaller
Copyflo" machine. Actually, all early
Copyflo machines ran at po feet per
minute, and for several years it has
been possible to have the mac-hines
modified by Xerox to run at 4o feet
per minute, though this information
is not conveyed to the reader.

A sketchy bibliography in this vol-

ume is as notable for its omissions as
for its spelling errors. The well-known
Guide to Microreproduction Equip-
ment, edited by Hubbard Ballou, is
nowhere to be found. Nor is there
cited the Manuel Pratique de Repro-
duction Documentaire et de Sdlection
(Paris, Gauthier-Villars, r964) by Paul
Poindron. L. K. Born's article, "Plan-
ning for Scholarly Photocopying," is
not listed. The title of Carl Nelson's
book, Microfilm Technology, is mis-
cited. Among periodicals cited is ,ln-

CUSHING.MA[[OY, INC.
l35O Norrh Mqin Slreet

ANN ARBOR, 'IIIICHIGAN

LITHOPRINTERS
known for

QUALITY-ECONOMY-
SERVICE

let us quole on your next
printing

dustrial Photography,blt RM, a much
more important periodical for micro-
copying, is not listed.

Finally, in line with the warning
that an "exhausted solution" produces
"poor quality microfilm," a small glos'
sary informs the reader that perforated
film is a roll film with perforations.

Effective and accurate Presentations
of microcopying methods are available
at the same price from either of two
in print ,orit.et, W. R. Hawken's
Copying Methods Manual, or Carl
Nelson's Microfilm Technology. Fot
several years before his death, Verry
ran a regular column, noted for its
excellence and accuracy, in the Reuue
Inlernationole de Ia DocumentaLion.
It is difficult to understand why these
qualities are almost entirely absent
from his book.-Allen B. Veaner, As'
sistant Editor, Reproduction of Li-
brary Materials Section, RTSD

T$.ill*'q'ft^Jfr.*
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fication Section Annual RePort,

ry66/67" (Sanner) 95-97.
-. Cor'r'rNG Mernoos Srcttot{. "RTSD

Copying Methods Section Annual Re-

port, tg66/67" (Salmon) roo-ror.
Couucrr. oF REGIoNAL GnouPs'

"RTSD Council of Regional GrouPs
Annual Report, 1966/67" (Schul-
theiss)  ror-roz.

-. EXECUTIyE SECRETARy. "Report of
the RTSD Executive Secretary, 1966/
67" $odell) ro3-ro5.

-. JNTERSECTTONAT- cotrurrrEE. "RTSD

Intersectional Committee on U. S.
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Congresses and Conferences Without
Fixed Headquarters, Report of Activ-
ities through June 1967," ro8-rrs.

-. NourNnns. "Nominees for 1968/69,"
l r q - r r 4 .

-. Pr"q,NNnc Couurrrr,n. "RTSD Work
Projects Meeting," 462-464.

-, Pnr:smrnr. "RTSD Annual Reports,
1967/ry68," 4bo-4b9.

"RTSD President's Report,
1966/67" (Simonton) 89-9r.

-. REPRoDUcrroN oF LrsRAny Mern-
RrALs SEcrroN. "RTSD Annual Re-
ports, 19611968:' 458-4b9.

-. SERTALS Srcrrorv. "RTSD Annual Re-
ports,  r96711968,"  459-46r.'RTSD Serials Section Annual
Report, ry66/67" (Desmond) 98-99.

Rather, Lucia J. "Special Characters and
Diacritical Marks Used in Roman Al-
phabets," 285-295.

Rebuldela, Harriet K. Guide to Reprints,
t968 (Diaz), review, 369-37o.

Reichmann, Felix. "RTSD Acquisitions
Section Annual Report, ry66/67," gz-

95.
-. "RTSD Annual Reports, 1967/1968,"

4ffi-456.
REpRrNTs. Guicle to Reprints, t968 (Diaz),

review, 369-37o.
REpRoDUcrroN oF LTBRARY Mernntets sea

CoPYTNG METHoDS
Fecsrrurre TneNsurssrorrt
MrcRoFoRMs
REPRINTS

REsouRcEs eto TtcnNrcer. SsnvrcEs Drvr-
sroN see RTSD

Reviews, rt7-rzg, 222-290, 968-974, 469-
474.

Rodell, Elizabeth. "Report of the RTSD
Executive Secretary, ry66/67," rog-
r05.

Rogers, Frank B. "The Age of Cronin"
(Clapp, welsh) 396-397.

Ross, Ryburrr M. "The National Program
for Acquisitions and Cataloging" (Ste-
vens) zz-23.
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Salmon, Stephen R. 'RTSD CopYing
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1966/67,"  roo-ror .
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gress Microfilming, review of, rzg.

Sanner, Marian. "RTSD Cataloging and
Classification Section Annual Report,
1966/67," 95-97.

Schatz, Sharon. "Facsimile Transmission

in Libraries: A State of the Art Sur-

vey,"  5-15.
Schieber, William D. Telefacsimile in Li'
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Schultheiss, Louis A. "RTSD Council of
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ry66/67,"  ror-ro2.
SELEcrroN or Maltrnrers. "Cooperative
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bility" (Harris) 7o-76.

-. r'A Symposium on Approval Order
Plans" (Morrison) r33-r45.
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a/s (Harris), review, g7o-97t.

-. Inaestigation Concerning the
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(Clapp, Welsh) 385-4o5.
-. "The National Program for Acqui-
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29.
Shepard, Stanley A. "A Symposium on

Approval Order Plans" (Morrison)
r44-r45.

Sherrod, lohn. EDUNE? (Brown, Miller,
Keenan), review, zz5.

Shoemaker, Richard H. Progress i'n Li-
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Stevens. Norrnan D. "The National Pro-
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Stevens, Robert D. The Impact of the
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ries (Williamson), review, 228-22b.
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(Jordan) 4gb-44r.
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-. "Public Relations Programs of Pub-
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Cronin" (Clapp, Welsh) 39r-392.
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Your subscripti,on agent must be

RELIABLE
lVith us you neecl never worry about expirations, renewal notices, aclditional

volumes, supplements, title changes, foreign language letters, and many other

details. (Have you seen our new brochure "Serial Services"?)

$10$||8fl.lf0hgr, Il|c,
offices in
ENGLAND/ FRANCE/ GERMANY/
COLOMBIA/BRAZIL

31 East 10 Street/New York, N. Y. 10003

THE WORLD'S TTADIT{G

I IITERIIATI()NAL EOOKSETTERS

ffi110ultcr1r0
A GomDulcr Gom0alible liling G0de
F0R : D0CUMENTALISTS. CATAL0GERS. Ll BRARIANS

PUBLISHERS . COMPUTER PERSONNEL
PRICE :  $5 .

An important book for those using or of a computer compatible with accep
contemplating use of computer information l ibrary procedures.
storage and retrieval systems. A workable fi l- "COMPUTER FtLlNG" includes a set
ing code that makes i t  possible to deal with manual f i l ing rules recommended for
al l  catalog entr ies, even the most complex. ing the same arrangement with or

sica L. Harris and sponsored by The Bro-Dart conversion to computer based catalogs wil
Foundation, this new filing code suggests be easier. lncluded, too, is an extensive fil
actual steps for implementing f i t ing rules ing example sh'owing comparison of
for al l  bibt iographic materiat dealt with on of the code with A.L.A. rules.

Writ ten by Dr. Theodore C. Hines and Jes- adoption of the computer code so that

the computer. The code, wherever reason- Address orders for Computer Filing
able, makes the mechanical f i l ing abi l i t ies Index Bibl iographic and Catalog Entr ies

InG Bro-Dart Foundation
Dept. LRT, 113 Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark, New Jersey 07101



Expert Seruicc on

MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPIIONS
for

Att TIBRARIES
*

Foxon's libroriqns Guide
Aaailable on request

*
For the very best library sub-
scription sirvice-ask ibout
our Til l  Forbidden AutG
matic Renewal plan.

*

t. w. tAxoN c0., lNc.
515-525 Hyde Polk Avc,

Boston, IUlars. O2l3l

*

Conlinuous Service to Librories
Since 1885

Now Available! Volumes 1-5

The National Union Catalog
Pre-1956 lmprints

Book-form publication of the vast Library
of Congress National Union Catalog of
imprints from the beginning of print ing

through 1955 is one of the maior
accomplishments of the American Library
Associat ion. l t  wi l l  now be possible for a

l ibrary to have at hand for immediate
consultat ion a bibl iographical record

unparal leled in the history of l ibraries.

Write now for a free copy of the Prospectus
(LC 67-30000) and for complete
information about ordering. Unti l

October 31 . 1968 a special Subscript ion
and Deposit purchase plan for

Volumes 1-60 is avai lable.

Each Volume: 14 x lOYz inches, 704 pages
approxi mately 20,640 entr ies

u . s .  $ 1 5 . 1 8
f6 .  6s .  6d  s te r l ing

Write to:
r l

ITl2I1SeL
360 North Michigan Avenue

Chicago.  l l l i no is ,  60601
or

3 Bloomsbury Place.
London. WCI

Chiong's New Model

Cotolog Cord Duplicotor
Price 954.50

Important improvements achieved from wide
expe-rience,-assure to produce high quality
catalog.cards, with enlarged spacdgooi alsir
tor. prtntrng post-card, book erd, book
pocket, addressr etc.
Plus new features in stencit and new ink

to dry in l0 minutes.
Patented . Performance Guaranteeal

Order "On Approval" Invited
Order now directly from the Inventor:

Chiong Smqll Duplicotors
53100 Juniper Road

South Bend, Indiana 46637



THE SELECTIVE ORDER PLAN
FOR YOUR LIBRARY.. .

*Just as the word selective denotes, the PERGAMON PRESS pLAN is a
personalized program designed to meet the specific needs of your library:

ADVANTAGES

o
a

PRE-SCREENING by highly quatif ied editors
for subiect matter and reading levels guarantees
you wil l receive only those books appropriate 

ato your l ibrary's needs.

SHIPMENTS PREPAID a t  our  expense.

CONVENIENT BILL ING -  To  avo id  doubte
handling and delay, invoices can be sent to your
purchasing department, while shipments wil l be
sent to my department you specify.

L IBRARY OF CONGRESS CARDS -  For
quick/easy €taloguing, LC Cards are supplied
for each tit le shipped.

a 15% DISCOUNT on your selective order Dur-
chases-regardles of your order size.

FULL RETURN PRIVILEGES -  A t l  books  are
sent on "approval" - you pay only for the books
you keep.

ADVANCE NOTICE - Each month you'l l
rseive two coDies of the annotated MONTHLY
BULLETIN indicating exactly which tit les wil l
be supplied under the Plan. You can make any
changes or adjustments ns6sry, and return
one copy of the BULLETIN to us, thereby
receiving only those tit les you require.

YOU CONTROL this Plan at all t imes.

TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS LIBRARY ORIENTED
DIRECT-  FROM -THE -  PUBLISHER SERVICE.  .  .

WRITE NOW FOR PERGAMON SELECTIVE ORDER FORM

Lf BRARY DIVf Sf ON /PERGAMON PRESS / 44-01 21st. street/ Lons tstand city/ New York t 1 tOt

I{ous aaailable. . .
YOUR I\EWEST. MOST
COMPREHENSIVE SOURCE OF
INFORMATION FOR CONFERBNCE
PROCEEDINGS
in the Social Sciences and Humanities
The DIRECTORY of PUBLISHED PROCEEDINGS, Series SSH' covers all

'phases of the social sciences and humanities. It includes the published pro-
ceedings literature in the fields of education" economics, business adminietra-
tion, law, management, labor relations, social welfare, psychology, religion and
other areas of research in the social sciences and humanities.

Published quarterly, with complete annual indices.

Volume l, 1968, and Volume 2, 1969, at $45.00 per volume in the U.S.A. and
Canada; $50.00 elsewhere.

A complimentary review copy of the DIRECTORY OF PUBLISHED PRO-
CEEDINGS, Series SSH, will be forwarded upon reque6t.

THE DIRECTORY OF PUBLISHED PROCEEDINGS
INTERDOK CORP., P.O. Box 81, Gedney Station, 

'White 
Plains, N.Y. l060s



INVALUABLE BIBLIOGRAPHIC TOOLS -

Harvard University Library

CATALOGUE OF HEBREW BOOKS
The 75,800 cards in the Hebrew catalogue of the Harvard University Li-
brary are here photographically reprodtced, 2l cards to a page at a
5OVo redtction, in six sturdily bound 9 X 12 inch volumes, The first
four volumes comprise a dictionary catalogue of authors and subjects;
the last two are a catalogue of Hebrew titles. The collection is especially
rich in rabbinic literatwe. The library has an excellent collection of
belles-lettres, philology, and materials dealing with Jewish history and
culture in the Diaspora and in Israel, and it includes much on East
European Jewry and on Zonism. The collection on Israel in general
and on its Jewish community in particular is also noteworthy. The
Catalogue's usefulness is enhanced by the inclusion of a considerable
number of Library of Congress depository cards for books not in Har-
vard's collection. A prospectus describing the Catalogue in further de-
tail is available on request. 3,611 pp. 6 vols. $225.00 the set.

Harvard University Library

CATALOGI.IE OF ARABIC, PERSIAN,
AND OTTOMAN TURKISH BOOKS

Similar in format to the Catalogue ol Hebrew Books, this five-volume
work reproduces the 67,000 cards in the catalogue of the library's Middle
Eastern collections. The first three volumes provide an author, title, and
personal-subject catalogue of the Arabic books; volume four contains
similar dictionary catalogues of the Persian and the Ottoman Turkish
books; and volume five provides a topical subject index in one alphabet
of all books listed in the other volumes. The prefatory matter in volume
one summarizes the history of Middle Eastern studies and resources in
the United States. The University's catalogued Middle Eastern collec-
tions contain approximately 31,000 volumes in Arabic, 6,000 in Persian,
and 4,000 in Ottoman Turkish. Both classical and modern works are well
represented. Nineteenth- and twentieth-century periodicals are an out-
standing feature. The Catalogue includes a considerable number of Li-
brary of Congress depository cards for Arabic and Persian books not in
Harvard's collection. A prospectus is available on request, 3,200 pp. 5
vols. $195.00 the set.

Distributed for the Harvard University Library.

All orders and requests for further information should be sent to

HARVARD UNIVERSITY PRESS
79 Garden Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138



Announcing
a new,weekly
magnetic tape
index service
by Pandex
Beginning October 1968, Pandex is making available
interdisciplinary bibliographic subj ectlauthor indiex
of scientific and technical periodicals on a weekly
basis.

Over 2,000 major journals in all disciplines of pure
applied sciences as well as over 6,000 new books ea,ch
year and U.S. Government research reports are
indexed by significant subjects and cross-referenced
in conjunction with the 65,OOO-word Pandex
Subject entries contain full title, primary author,
periodical reference Author entries are indexed by
both primary and secondary authors, and include ful
title and periodical reference.

Program for subscribers
The Pandex tape service is created on an IBM 360
a continually expanding data base. Coding is EBcDrc
or BcDrc.

A tape subscriber receives a set of programs for prin
out and retrospective search. In addition, Pandex
vides a complete program for in-house sor service.

Pandex back index records are available, prices ort
request. Sample tapes and printout programs are a
able for evaluation purposes.

PA].I)E(
CCM INFORMATION SCIENCES, lNC. Dept. LRTS-1
A  S U B S I D I A R Y  O F  C R O W E L L  C O L L I E R  A N D  M A C M I L L A N ,  I N C .

866 Third Avenue, New York, New York 1 0022

I Please send complete information
I Please send sample tape and printout program

NAIV E

TITLE

LI  BBARY

A D D R E S

C ITY STATE-ZIP



WIDENER LIBRARY SHELFLIST

NOW AVAILABLE:
1. CRUSADES. 1965. 82pp., 1,202 titles. Out of print.
2. AFRICA. 1965. 79O pp., 13,335 titles. $25.00
3. TWENTIETH-CENTURY RUSSIAN LITERATURE. 1965. 428

pp., 9,430 titles. $20.00
4. RUSSIAN HISTORY SINCE 1917. 1966. 698 pp., 13,722 titles.

$30'00
5-6. LATIN AMERICA. 1966. 1,492 pp., 27,292 titles. 2 vols.,

$65.00
7. BIBLIOGRAPHY. 1966. 1,066 pp., 19,643 titles. $40.00
8. REFERENCE COLLECTIONS. 1966. 187 pp., 4,300 titles.

$10.00
9-13. AMERICAN HISTORY. 1967. 4,087 pp., 83,867 titles. 5

vols.,  $175.00
14. CHINA, JAPAN AND KOREA. 1968. 494 pp., 11,388 titles.

925.00
15. PERIODICAL CLASSES. 1968. 758 pp.,25,685 titles. $25.00
16-17. EDUCATION. 1968. 1,610 pp., 32,722 titles. 2 vols., $60.00
18. LITERATURE: General and Comparative. 1968. 189 pp., 5,065

titles. $10.00
19. SOUTHERN ASIA: Afghanistan, Bhutan, Burma, Cambodia, Cey-

lon, India, Laos, Malaya, Nepal, Pakistan, Sikkim, Singapore, Thai-
land, and Vietnam. 1968. 543 pp., 10,292 titles. $20.00

20. CANADIAN HISTORY AND LITERATURE. 1968. 4ll pp.,
10,212 t i t les. $17.50

IN PREPARATION:
LATIN AMERICAN LITERATURE. 1968. 15,000 titles. $20.00
GOVERNMENT. 1968. 7.000 titles.
ECONOMICS. 1969. 60.000 titles. 2 vols.
SLAVIC HISTORY AND LITERATURES: Russia and the Soviet
Union. 1969. 56,000 titles. (will supersede Nos. 3 and 4.) 2 vols.
SLAVIC HISTORY AND LITERATURES: Poland, Czechoslovakia,
Yugoslavia, and Bulgaria. 1969. 50,000 titles. 2 vols.
CELTIC LITERATURE. 1969. 7.200 titles.
AMERICAN LITERATURE. 1969. 55.000 titles. 2 vols.

Information subject to change.

Distributed for the Harvard University Library. Volumes may be ordered separately,
or standing orders may be placed for the entire series. Write for descriptive brochure.
All orders and requests for information should be sent to

HARVARD UNIVERSITY PRESS
79 Garden Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138



From Aesop to Dr. Seuss,
if  i t 's been published in

America or England
you can probably f ind ir in--

CHILDHOOD
IN POETRY

A five-volume bibl iography
and index of to,ooo books

and the 100,000 child-oriented poems
which f irst appeared in them

Edired by John MacKay Shaw
A catalog of the

Shaw Childhood in Poerry Collection
Robert Manning Strozier Library

Florida Statc Univcrsiry
Tal lahassee.  F lor ida

CHILDHOOD lN POETRY is bet ieved ro be
most comprehensive work ever published in
field of children's verse. In total, it is a
mosaic that reflects the litorary and social
that have motivated children-and
out the centuries. Each entry provides ex
bibliographic details not only for first printings
books of poetry but also for anthologies, periodi.
cals. annuals and other materials in which
have appeared that relate to childhood or whi
have been read to and by children.

Librarians, researchers, teachers, and collectors
readily recognize this major new reference as
primary guide to the content of 10,000 books in
which first appeared 100,000 poems on thousands
of subjects ranging from Aardvark to Glass to Stains
to Zoo.

Volumes 1 through 4 are composed of numbered
entries listed alphabetically by author. For each
book cited the title page is recorded in full; publi.
cation date and edition are specified; and volume
size and pagination are indicated. Further details of
collation, binding, points of issue identification, and
the like are included where important. A typical
passage from the poetry in each book is Drovided
for quick appraisal of its style and content. The
editor's personal comments on many poems. vol-
umes, and poets, based on his intimate knowledge
of the individual books, adds an only.source ele.
ment of unusual value to the researcher,

The names of as many illustrators as could be iden.
tified through credits or research are cited, and one
of the set's most interesting features is the 175 il-
lustrations of both title and text pages that are re.
produced from publications in the collection. These
serve to graphically indicate the changing trends in
both art and book design.

Volume 5 is an exhaustive two-part index to the
collection. First, there is a Short Title List and Key
arranged by author and numbered to correspond to
the base volume. Through this, key books cited by
number alone in the index are easilv identif ied with-
out referring to the base volumes. Second, there is a
Keyword Index citing more than 100,000 ooems
under thousands of headings.

We invi te you to examine CHILDHOOD lN
POETRY free for thirty days, after which you may
retain the set and pay our invoice or return to us
without further obligation.

" . . . valuable to any library
supporting the study
of children's literature,.. --CHOICE

GAIE RESEARCH CO.
3,500pages--8y2 x l t  -  $13S.OO tKX)K ',t'O\l't.:R . t)!:'t.tt{)t't" [ilcilt(i.,\N ts226



peRrnalt[e,
The complete PdPer for the complete program

YOU CAN HAVE A WELL ROUNDED PRINTING, STORAGE

and FILING PROGRAM when you use PERMALIFE, a Thorographic

paper by standard of Richmond. PERMATIFE is acid-free and absolutely

dependable. A life of several hundred to a thousand and more years is

assured.* Use PERMALIFE with confidence f6t

Libraty Catalog Card Stock
Envelopes for storage of documents and rnanusctipts

File folders for storage of maps and large documents

Letterheads
Reprints

PERMALIFE is beautiful in look and feel, and will give true copies by

photo offset. PERMALIFE TEXT and PERMALIFE BOND are water-

marked for your protection. For permanency use PERMALIFE and be sure.

*According to tests made of PERMALIFE by
the W. J, Barrow Research Laboratory. Details upon request.

RICHMOND,  VIRGINIA



For Libror;::[:;y:;' Q varitv

GI.ICK BOIIKBINDING CORP.

Speciolisfs in the Binding and Rebinding

of Books ond Periodicols

Serving lnstitutionol, Public
And Reseorch librories

Since l9O5

32-15 37th Avenue
Long lslond City, New York l l l0l

784-5300

In Nossou ond Suffolk In New Jersey

Areo Code 516 483-9534 Areo Code 201 642-5374


